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Pricing, Innovation, 
and a Pound of Flesh
INNOVATION AND EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION appear largely an unachievable 
goal, especially when looked through the lens of healthcare, and, more specifically, 
pharmaceutical therapies. And against the backdrop of COVID-19, the global dia-
logue around pricing and innovation is growing more reactionary and frantic. Our 
two columnists who diligently report on the US and European landscapes, each 
discuss the current climate of pricing and innovation in their respective columns in 
this month’s issue (see pages 6-7). 

I
n the US, Congress is rife with its solutions to ensure rea-
sonable prices and access to COVID-19 therapies or vac-
cines through everything from Medicare negotiation, “seiz-
ing patents from biopharma companies,” and reference 

pricing. Meanwhile, in the EU, COVID-inspired healthcare bud-
gets proposed for $10 billion, along with a change in health pol-
icy—that included an “EU-led renaissance of pharmaceutical 
manufacturing”—were dashed when the negotiated budget of $2 
billion was announced in mid-July. 

In this space last month, I discussed pharma’s image around 
the pricing of Gilead drug remdesivir (https://bit.ly/32IU9Ht). 
Because clearly, pricing has always been a contentious issue 
between pharma and the general public. And then I found an 
article (https://bit.ly/30AM7hc) that encapsulated and addressed 
the issues of pricing and innovation posted on biotech journalist 
Luke Timmerman’s website. It made complete sense to me, so I 
reached out to Peter Kolchinsky, the author of “The Remdesivir 
Pricing Letter Gilead Should Have Written,” who is also a biotech 
investor and scientist, managing partner of RA Capital Manage-
ment, professor, and the author of The Great American Drug Deal. 

Kolchinsky is passionate and well-versed on this topic. But 
beyond the myriad of truths he speaks, one solution he offers would 
surely be something that most people could get behind, because 
it literally previously existed, if the stakeholders could agree to 
agree—Contractual Genericization. Kolchinsky positions Con-
tractual Genericization against the current practice of over-liti-
gating drug patent expiration at the cost of both rewarding inno-
vation and misaligning the intention of the Hatch-Waxman Act. 

He says, “Though branded drug prices seem high, that’s mis-
leading. Branded drugs actually offer America the best value of 
any aspect of healthcare because they go generic—so they don’t 
stay expensive forever. Nothing else in healthcare, not hospitals, 
not doctors, go generic. Think of what America pays for branded 
drugs a mortgage toward a public good that will serve us and our 
children indefinitely at low costs. And because sometimes drugs 

don’t go generic via competition, let’s implement Contractual 
Genericization to ensure that America always continues to get 
value for its investment.”

This, says Kolchinsky, would give Congress its pound of flesh, 
but instead of price controls from the point of launch that many call 
for, which he likens to reaching for the heart of innovation, he’s sug-
gesting industry yield the rent-seeking, patent-gaming tumor that 
has been growing within pharma. “We are builders,” he says, “but 
the ease of turning what should be finite mortgage streams into 
extended rent payments is corrupting the industry into an increas-
ing number of landlords, who don’t need to innovate for a living.”

Clearly, there are other aspects in play, and all of these are 
addressed in Kolchinsky’s Letter. They include the role of PBMs 
and health insurers that conflate the drug pricing process, while 
offering exactly zero in the form of innovation; the need for bio-
medical innovation through a capitalistic mechanism; the overall 
net positive effect that drugs have on the holistic healthcare pic-
ture; as well as the support offered by NIH and government infra-
structure toward discovery of medicines. 

Kolchinsky says, “The remdesivir case warns us about what is 
wrong with America’s insurance system. We need insurance 
reform so that health insurance does what it is supposed to do—
pool the risk over large populations of people, so that healthy 
people are paying the bills for those who are sick.” Kolchinsky 
succinctly lays out the problem between insurers and pharma, but 
the problems don’t exist just in healthcare. 

What is becoming exceptionally clear is that COVID-19 has 
exposed the cracks in many bureaucracies, not just pharma. The 
truth is that many entities that were in trouble before COVID 
are now facing tough choices. Do you do everything in your power 
to maintain the status quo, no matter the short- or long-term 
consequences? Do you adapt and reinvent yourself? Do you make 
minor concessions for long-term investment? Do you open your-
self to regulation and risk being told how to run your company? 
Or, do you cease to exist? 
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JILL WECHSLER
is Pharmaceutical Executive’s
Washington Correspondent.  
She can be reached at
jillwechsler7@gmail.com

A s the world waits anxiously for more effective 
COVID-19 treatments and for a vaccine to halt the 
pandemic, analysts on all sides are examining appro-
priate pricing models for these critical products. Gil-

ead’s $3,000 price tag on remdesivir ($2,300 for US public health 
programs), set in late June, came in lower than financial analysts 
expected, but still outraged consumer advocates and liberal poli-
ticians. Skepticism has greeted promises from some vaccine mak-
ers pledging to offer preventives on a no-profit basis due to uncer-
tainty about what that promise means and the timeframe for free 
or low-cost programs. Meanwhile, Congressional leaders are add-
ing modest drug pricing provisions to new legislative proposals, 
consumer groups are complaining about annual pharma price 
hikes, and the White House still signals plans for administrative 
action to link US drug prices to international rates. 

The debate over access to and pricing of  safe and effective 
COVID vaccines has heated up as several candidates move into 
later-stage clinical trials. If  based on estimated cost savings to 
healthcare systems and to the global economy, the value of  suc-
cessful vaccines would be multi-billions of  dollars. But few believe 
that most of  those benefits should go to the manufacturer. 

Leading vaccine makers Johnson & Johnson and AstraZeneca 
have stated they plan to offer their treatments on a no-profit basis, 
but it’s not clear what “no profit” means here. Pfizer recently agreed 
to provide 100 million doses of  its anticipated COVID vaccine for 
$1.95 billion, which sets the price at $19.50 per dose; other agree-
ments between the UK and vaccine makers imply prices of  $10 to 
$3 a dose. Congressional leaders are insisting that COVID vaccines 
be available at no cost to Americans, as outlined in a recent white 
paper from Senate Democrats that maps out policies for “Getting 
a Safe and Effective Vaccine to All” (see https://bit.ly/2OGI0ur). 

A related issue is to what extent support from the NIH or the 
Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority 
(BARDA) should affect prices. Analysts put federal government 
support for Gilead’s remdesivir at around $6.5 billion. The Institute 
for Clinical and Economic Review (ICER) initially said that the 
drug’s announced price was in line with its earlier cost-benefit anal-

ysis that supported a price of  $2,800 for treatment, but only if  the 
therapy actually saves lives (which Gilead now says it does).

These and other issues related to prices for COVID-19 drugs 
and vaccines were the subject of  a recent webinar hosted by the 
National Pharmaceutical Council (NPC) (see https://bit.
ly/32SnIXh). Is there something unique about a pandemic that 
alters how one looks at drug pricing, and should that translate into 
paying more—or less—for remedies? asked NPC chief  scientific 
officer Robert Dubois. Would too-low prices curb future innova-
tion, as industry and investors insist, or does more profit block 
equitable public access to drugs and vaccines?

The drug pricing conversation is different in a pandemic, where 
everyone’s goal is to “get back to normal,” observed ICER execu-
tive VP Sarah Emond. And that outcome should be rewarded, 
according to Craig Garthwaite of  the Kellogg School of  Manage-
ment at Northwestern University. At the same time, the system 
needs to ensure public access to drugs and vaccines, noted Peter 
Neumann of  Tufts University Medical Center. Instead of  focusing 
on cost and profit and future innovation, Peter Bach of  Memorial 
Sloan Kettering’s Center for Health Policy & Outcomes urged 
industry to invest in obtaining sound data from randomized, pla-
cebo-controlled clinical trials to ensure appropriate use of  a new 
therapy and to fully understand its value. 

  The visible commitment of  biopharma companies to devel-
oping and producing critical therapies and vaccines to combat the 
pandemic has boosted the public’s regard for the industry. But that 
could plummet if  new treatments prove too costly or unavailable 
to certain population groups. These issues were raised at recent 
hearings on Capitol Hill, where some members of  Congress con-
tinue to call for Medicare to negotiate drug prices and for the feds 
to exercise “march-in rights” to seize patents from biopharma 
companies that accept federal funding but then fail to make result-
ing products available on “reasonable terms” to the public. And 
to ensure that prices and access are “reasonable,” all parties will 
be comparing what COVID-19 therapies cost in the US to the 
rest of  the world and how any differences in the global market 
affect American patients. 

Drug Pricing 
Back in the      
Spotlight  
Should therapies and vaccines be cheap or free in a pandemic and 
would that really dry up innovation?
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REFLECTOR
is Pharmaceutical
Executive’s
correspondent in
Brussels

T he day that the European Union’s leaders decided to 
slash planned spending on health may seem an odd 
choice for commenting on European aspirations for 
better access to medicines—but writers react to events, 

they do not dictate them.
It came as a shock to the health community that the battles 

over the next long-term EU budget should be resolved in part by 
cutting new health spending to the bone, but that is what hap-
pened as dawn broke over Brussels on July 21—the Belgian 
national holiday, by coincidence. After five days locked up in the 
EU’s headquarters, the heads of government emerged to announce 
that a compromise had been struck between those countries want-
ing more spending on the recovery from the pandemic, and those 
wanting less. And right in the middle of that collision was the 
recently-announced plan for a multi-billion dollar program to give 
Europe a meaningful engagement with health policy—a response 
to COVID-19 and to longstanding calls from health advocates. 
At a stroke, all the jubilation that greeted the plan’s unveiling in 
May evaporated. Instead of the budget initially proposed of $10 
billion, the harsh negotiations among member states left it with 
less than $2 billion—and with a wave of dismay.

 The EU leader’s decision seemed all the more discordant with 
the rest of their conclusions, which opened with grandiose state-
ments of sympathy for COVID victims and commitment to remain 
focused on protecting public health, and went on to extol at length 
the importance of European renewal. Their approach has also 
thrown cold water over a burgeoning sense in Europe that a real 
health policy was about to emerge. Recent weeks had seen not only 
promises of a multi-billion dollar program, but also plans for EU 
acquisition of vaccines and drugs for coronavirus, detailed discus-
sion of an EU-led renaissance of pharmaceutical manufacturing, 
and the promise of a pharma strategy—discussed at length by 
Europe’s health ministers only a week before the leaders’ summit.

 A public consultation on what the pharma strategy should 
focus on has just been completed by the EU, and the enthusiastic 
responses—nearly 250 of them from healthcare organizations, 
government bodies, and private individuals—provide an intrigu-
ing snapshot of what Europeans want from medicines.

What the pharma industry wants is predictable. The major 
European association, EFPIA, welcomed the consultation docu-
ment’s complimentary comments about the importance of the 
pharma sector, and the commitment it appears to give to “to sup-
port the European pharmaceutical industry to ensure that it 
remains an innovator and world leader.” But it also insisted on the 
need revealed by the coronavirus crisis “for an infrastructure and 
policy environment that supports medical research in Europe,” for 
“incentives for innovation,” and for “faster processes for drug 
approval and reimbursement, length, processes, and evidence 
requirements preceding a national product launch.” EUCOPE, 
which represents smaller research-based firms with a strong focus 
on rare diseases, particularly highlighted the importance of strong 
intellectual property protection to attract investment to Europe. 
But Medicines for Europe, the generic industry association, focuses 
its hopes on policies that prioritize off-patent medicines policies, 
and wants to see tighter limits on patent protection.

 Different priorities are on display from other influential play-
ers in the European pharma drama. The international health 
insurance agency AIM puts “fair prices” and “affordable medi-
cines” as the top of its list and insists on retention of randomized 
clinical trials in regulatory procedures. A European insurance 
body, ESIP, says any incentives for innovation should be “linked 
to market launch obligations that ensure equitable access across 
the EU as well as continuous supply.” Doctors share these views. 
Their European body, CPME, says “Europe needs a pharmaceu-
tical strategy that provides citizens with medicines they need at a 
price they are able to pay. The strategy must enable the EU to 
tackle the unaffordability of innovative therapies as well as short-
ages and other problems with the availability of off-patent medi-
cines.” And the Association of European Cancer Leagues also 
takes a skeptical view of drug pricing, with a focus on ensuring 
timely access to affordable medicines and financial sustainability 
of national health systems, and with the introduction of “robust 
methods for the calculation of R&D and production costs.”

 What will happen to these multiple (and disparate) hopes if 
funding—and powers—for EU engagement in health policy are 
going to be reduced is impossible at this stage to predict. 

Health Policy   
Funding, Hopes           
at Odds in EU 
 Budget battle threatens efforts to bolster Europe’s pharma strategy    
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ELAINE QUILICI
is Pharm Exec’s Senior Editor. 
She can be reached at equilici@
mjhlifesciences.com

W hen it comes to cures, pharma should know that 
treating the root cause of a disease is far more 
effective than simply treating the symptoms. So 
when it comes to the chronic condition of women 

being underrepresented in pharma, comprehending the why and 
how of the issue is essential to fixing the problem. Companies can 
check boxes to ensure they are meeting the targeted goals of a 
diversity program, but true gender parity can’t be achieved until 
companies and employees fully grasp the issue at its core.

According to the 2019 Women in the Workplace study by 
McKinsey & Company and LeanIn.Org, progress has been slow. 
Across the 20-plus industries it examines, women represent 48% 
of  entry level jobs and 21% of  the c-suite; this is a 6% and 24% 
increase, respectively, from when the study began in 2015. Look-
ing at the pharmaceutical and medical product industries, the 
2019 study indicates women hold 56% of  entry level positions. 
However, that number decreases through the ranks, with just 24% 
at the senior vice president level and 25% in the c-suite.

While there is much talk about the proverbial glass ceiling, closer 
analysis indicates the greatest barrier for women is in the middle 
of  the corporate pipeline. The McKinsey study calls this the “bro-
ken rung” that prevents women from stepping up to the manager 
level. “If  we focus on that first step, in five years, if  we just did equal 
movement of  women and men forward, we would move a million 
women ahead into management,” says Laurie Cooke, president 
and CEO of  the Healthcare Businesswomen’s Association (HBA). 
“Then your talent pool is greater and you have more people to 
choose from, which helps all the way up the rest of  the ladder.”

Many companies have gender parity initiatives, but most only 
scratch the surface. In 2018, HBA created its Gender Parity Col-
laborative, a consortium of  healthcare and life science companies 
dedicated to systemically accelerating gender parity. It began with 
more than 30 senior leaders from 12 companies. Today, the 16-mem-
ber firms represent a global workforce of  615,000 people. The group 
sees gender parity not just as a women’s issue but a business impera-
tive. “It’s proven that more women at all levels of  leadership supports 
better bottom-line results,” says Cooke. “These companies recognize 
that if  they can change the workplace environment, rather than try-
ing to change the women, they’re going to make faster progress.”

The collaborative convenes throughout the year to discuss top-
ics such as men as allies, salary disparities, the experiences of  
women of  color vs. white women, and microaggressions. They are 
attended by people from all different areas and levels of  experience 
throughout the companies. This variety of  perspective is invalu-
able, says Cooke.

Engaging men in the conversation also provides diversity of  
thought. The Bristol Myers Squibb Network of  Women (B-NOW) 
has 6,000 members, 1,000 of  which are men, according to Adam 
Dubow, senior vice president, chief  compliance and ethics officer 
at BMS, and the second man to join the board of  the HBA col-
laborative. “We made a concerted effort to bring men into the fold, 
because we don’t view this as necessarily a women’s issue,” says 
Dubow. “This is a business and societal issue.”

The collaborative emphasizes accountability as well. Beyond firms 
sharing best practices and challenging one another to make improve-
ments, HBA is an industry champion of  the Women in the Work-
place study. Collaborative members meet on a regular basis to discuss 
progress and share benchmarks. “To have the opportunity to learn 
from one another, but more importantly, to hold each other account-
able and address the more systemic issues, is critical,” says Dubow.

Since 2018, collaborative companies have produced 12% more 
women on average across all levels, compared to non-members. As 
a way to help all firms support women, its website (www.genderpar-
ity.hbanet.org) includes resources for members and non-members.

Addressing systemic issues in individual company programs can 
only hasten progress. In 2018, Salix Pharmaceuticals launched its 
own Women’s Leadership Network (WLN) in a partnership with 
HBA. As part of  the deal, employees receive an HBA membership, 
where they are able to share intellectual capital and broaden their 
network. Since the launch of  the WLN, the number of  women in 
leadership positions at Salix has more than doubled.

“We have increased the number of  women in executive leader-
ship roles while continuing to develop a diverse and talented roster 
of  women in the management pipeline,” says Nicola Kayel, vice 
president of  GI marketing at Salix and founder of  the WLN. “As 
companies compete for great talent, it’s important that we look 
within our organizations to leverage the potential that exists among 
our own employees.” 

Making Strides
in Pharma          
Gender Parity
Collaboratives, company initiatives address systemic barriers
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N on-personal promotion is a foundational component 
of most brands’ omnichannel marketing strategy.  
Limited face time with healthcare provider (HCP) 
customers is a hurdle we all face; and reasons can 

range from restricted access in HCP offices to vacant or whitespace 
territories.

While budgets dedicated to non-personal promotion have 
grown, so too have the expectations of our HCP customers. 
Pressed for time and inundated with promotional messaging, they 
are choosing to engage only with those brands who present the 
most relevant content.

Successful non-personal communication must serve the cus-
tomer at the individual level. This requires an approach that is 
precise, efficient, thoughtful, and personalized. Let’s take a look 
at each one of these attributes.

PRECISE
Precision is key as we attempt to target those customers who are 
in the best position to utilize the brand. It’s crucial to focus on the 
right physicians as well as the extended care team that influences 
their decision-making. Consider factors such as the NP/PAs that 
support your physician targets, and even the office staff that will 
be involved in supporting their patients utilization. Leveraging 
both internal and trusted third-party data sources when analyz-
ing targets will better inform these opportunities to activate the 
HCP office.

EFFICIENT
Efficient promotions require an understanding of  how and where 
spend can deliver the most value.  Determining the optimal invest-
ment and potential return for each HCP target or segment pro-
vides clarity and agility when bringing a campaign to market. 

Analyzing factors such as brand and category writing behav-
ior allow you to assess where the most efficient opportunities exist. 
Identifying opportunities to amortize prior investments in strat-
egy and assets can also help mitigate development costs and time 
to market.

THOUGHTFUL
Thoughtful communication is at the core of  establishing and main-
taining productive customer relationships. Creating a relevant and 
beneficial user experience requires customized communications at 
the individual HCP level. Message mapping, for instance, allows 
you to build preferred messaging streams by customer segment. 
Understanding channel preference and mix ensures that you’re 
delivering these streams to the places they’re most likely to be 
engaged with. Tracking customer promotional behavior over time 
can provide a baseline expectation for response, which assists fore-
casting and optimization. Also, understand how your customers’ 
prescribing behavior is influenced by product access and affiliation. 
Even the best campaigns can have a less than desirable impact if  
targets are restricted by formulary status or other economic factors.

PERSONALIZED
Personalized communications are essential for breaking through 
the noise. Our HCP customers are busier than ever. The effects of  
COVID-19 have altered practice dynamics and loaded up their 
inboxes with unprecedented levels of  non-personal promotion. 
Relevance and timeliness of  messaging are usually the determining 
factors in what content they engage with. Taking a CRM-based 
approach, where customers are viewed as individuals and content 
can be optimized specifically for them, can help create a more per-
sonalized experience. Understanding where a target resides in the 
product adoption curve, for instance, can inform the balance of  
disease state and clinical education with branded promotion. Ulti-
mately, we’re serving the messages that each target requires in order 
to change or reinforce their behavior through those channels and 
drivers will be most effective in delivering the optimal user journey.

Non-personal promotion will continue to grow as brands strive 
to reach and influence their busy HCP customers. Take the time 
to dig into the data and find out what reaches and motivates your 
customer targets. Understand what they want from your brand 
and how they want to receive it. More of them, in turn, will reward 
your precision, efficiency, thoughtfulness, and personalization with 
engagement and action. 

The Non-Personal 
Promotion    
Equation
Precise + efficient + thoughtful + personalized = engagement
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G laxo first used tamper-evident holograms to seal 
packs of Zantac in 1989. Since then, holograms have 
become a staple measure in the pharma industry, 
commonly used to upgrade products and raise their 

security levels. As well as being integrated in tamper-evident 
seals, holograms protect blister packs and can be transferred 
directly onto pills and capsules. Various types of technologies 
allow manufacturers to select, customize, and adjust the appro-
priate security level, combining the visual effect of a hologram 
with integrated overt and covert security elements. 

While it has now been a practice for over 30 years, like other 
technologies, the application of  holograms in pharma continues 
to evolve. 

“Today, we are seeing advances in application, film coating, 
and manufacturing technology… [A] new generation of  advanced 
holograms [is] facilitating fresh levels of  visual effects, brand 
enhancement, regulatory compliance, and anti-counterfeiting,” 
wrote Paul Dunn, chairman of  the International Hologram Man-
ufacturers Association, earlier this year.1 

One example is the covert-hologram seal. Explains Liliane 
Pfeiffer, product manager, Tamper-Evident Solutions at Schreiner 
MediPharm, this security seal, initially highly transparent and 
inconspicuous, only becomes visible when it is opened for the first 
time. The effect of  opening it is irreversible; the seal’s transparent 
original condition cannot be restored. Such semi-covert or covert 
hologram features make the counterfeiter´s life more difficult, 
says Pfeiffer. 

“The overt level is accessible to any stakeholder across the 
supply chain, down to the end user,” she told Pharm Exec. “But to 
verify the covert elements of  a security hologram, one would need 
detailed information about these elements, as well as additional 
detection techniques. This makes it harder to copy the security 
hologram.” 

However, says Pfeiffer, it is recommended to combine a holo-
gram with additional covert and forensic security features to cre-
ate complex, multi-level security labels. Indeed, adds Luděk 

Šilhánek, business development manager at the Czech Republic-
based IQ Structures, no technological advantage can be relied 
upon to work forever. That’s why “it is critical to innovate con-
tinuously,” says Šilhánek. 

One might suspect that, in the face of  digital security and sup-
ply chain measures such as blockchain, smart packaging, and 
serialized data, the humble hologram may one day be threatened 
with replacement. But, as Dunn writes, “the ability of  the holo-
gram to provide effective protection lies in its…integration with 
other technologies.” 

Hologram technology can be integrated with secure web inter-
faces to fully track and document a product’s movements through-
out the supply chain, for example. Smart labels “can combine 
anti-counterfeit holographic and other technologies, such as near-
field communication, with mobile authentication within a single 
product.” 

Dunn points to a development in the area of  track-and-trace 
holography from the US company Holoptica. The company offers 
a hologram label with a QR code (holoQR) designed to operate 
in tandem with its or the customer’s own validation software. Any 
item marked with the holoQR can be scanned with a smartphone 
and instantly verified as an original. 

Marrying digital security measures to the application of  holog-
raphy, says Šilhánek, has become critical. Combinations of  holo-
grams with track-and-trace solutions “now ensure that a product 
can be followed across the entire supply chain with a higher level 
of  certainty than ever before.” He adds: “Digital protection is 
more important for centralized oversight; visual protection enables 
users to identify genuine drugs immediately. Codes and other ele-
ments of  digital protection should be protected with holograms. 
The combination of  these two technologies creates a very strong 
defense and will not change anytime soon.” 

---
1.Paul Dunn, “How holography fights brand piracy in healthcare 
packaging today,” Packaging Digest, Jan. 29, 2020.

Holograms as   
Industry Tool                
Here to Stay
Their application for security and anti-counterfeiting purposes 
continues to evolve, especially in combination with digital technology
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T he Trump administration recently fired off four exec-
utive orders targeted at curbing pharmaceutical prices. 
Despite opportunities to launch similar initiatives in 
the last couple years, the president is likely maneuver-

ing the issue to the forefront as the election inches closer. 
It’s hard to imagine legislation enacting any of the measures 

by Nov. 7; the executive orders are likely only symbolic as they 
are notoriously limited, can be challenged in court, and include 
no details on implementation or timing. Nevertheless, the effort 
and rhetoric are worthy of inspection.

THE PHARMA SHOT CLOCK STARTS NOW
Industry leaders have been given one month to propose alterna-
tive plans, and will have an opportunity to respond at an upcom-
ing meeting at the White House—one likely designed to maximize 
media and public attention on the president’s professed commit-
ment to lower drug prices.

This time, the CEOs who make the list should come out blaz-
ing with a cogent, consistent message when asked to step up to the 
mic on the Rose Garden lawn. There has never been a more 
opportune time for biopharma CEOs to step forward and make 
their case. The world is depending on our industry to innovate and 
develop therapeutics and vaccines to end the COVID-19 pandemic 
and save lives. These are literally the keys to reopening global 
economies (see my June column here: https://bit.ly/2X0ngSV). 

Drug pricing comes up every election cycle but it’s always an 
uphill battle to get political momentum to drive change.

Today, however, drug pricing reform is one of the few areas 
that currently has bipartisan support and appears to be common 
ground for Republicans and Democrats, which means it is in fact 
potentially dangerous. While the economy is beginning to recover, 
and the stock market is strong, many on Main Street are strug-
gling, some quite severely, with unprecedented unemployment, 
and fear of the future. A discussion about the high cost of health-
care and specifically drugs, which many pay for out of pocket, is 
a surefire way to fire up the public across the country.

We now have medicines and therapies that are priced at over 
$2 million and these facts drive headlines.

Presidential candidate Joe Biden has drafted aggressive drug 
pricing measures, including an international reference price to 
cap US payments for newly developed drugs, and is also support-
ive of drug reimportation. His fellow Democrats would certainly 
like to advance their approved bill, “Lower Drug Costs Now.” 
Senate Majority Leader  Mitch McConnell called the bill “social-
ist” and vowed to block it.

Many are suggesting that Trump’s executive orders are con-
sistent with those in the Democrat’s bill.

Dating back to October 2018, the president has always favored 
drug reimportation, which is essentially importing price controls 
already in effect in another country. The insulin and EpiPen 
imbroglios have become beacons of drug pricing excess, which 
serve to reinforce the common perception that drugs are not only 
over-priced but predatory and that manufacturers are making 
egregious profits. 

However, drug pricing legislation matters this time around 
because of the signal and noise with regard to legitimate threats 
to the biopharma industry, innovation, the American public, and 
the overall economy.  

“The industry would do well to focus on pay-for-performance 
initiatives, and now is the time to find common ground across 
the pharma ecosystem, which includes payers, distributors, and 
PBMs, as blaming each other isn’t likely to resonate with Con-
gress or the public,” says Meghan Fitzgerald, PhD, public health 
professor at Columbia, private equity investor, and author of 
Ascending Davos.

It is time for industry leaders to come together and hit this 
issue straight on with real solutions that can work for patients, 
regulators, and Washington, and maintain the vital integrity of 
our great industry. Pricing models must be transparent and 
defendable. We can and have to do better this time than we have 
in the past. Near misses on big, dangerous issues (with the assump-
tion that nothing will happen) can no longer be a strategy. 

Leaders Need               
to Hit Pricing             
Issue Head-On    
Latest reform brouhaha requires a united response focused           
on real solutions     
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A  powerful way to think about “digital transformation” 
in the biopharma sector, and how it might impact 
our environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
strategies, is to focus on two key ideas: real-world 

data and AI. These new and potentially disruptive technologies 
are being rapidly adopted throughout biopharma and healthcare, 
so it’s time for some perspective and big-picture thinking.

Real-world data is something new: detailed, personalized, real-
time, mobile, continuous, and accessible. It’s not just “big,” it’s real.  
Ubiquitous mobile personal devices and internet connectivity allow 
real integration of  daily life with online services and databases.

AI provides the new tools needed to exploit real-world data in 
ways that are particularly useful for biopharma and healthcare.  
While AI is a broad category, the core capability is sophisticated 
pattern recognition and forecasting, leveraging real-world data for 
learning. Biology and medicine are inherently data-rich, requiring 
sophisticated analysis and nuanced communication among patients, 
providers, and developers. Given the scarcity of  human expertise 
and the scale of  global demand, AI tools and the real-world data 
enabling them are crucial infrastructure for the future of  healthcare.

For an example of  these ideas coming together in a transforma-
tive way, think about the humble pill. Pills are old-school: stand-
alone products with tens of  millions of  dollars of  R&D behind 
them, but little guidance for how to use them (ever read a package 
insert?), and very limited feedback to developers or physicians about 
how well they’re working. A hallmark of  modern products, in con-
trast, is that they’re the tip of  an integrated system in the back-
ground, adding value for many stakeholders. Instead of  a pill, think 
about a phone, and the network of  cell towers, GPS satellites, data-
bases, and AI systems that make it useful—that close the loop 
between users and providers. This is a model for the future of  per-
sonalized medicine, public health monitoring, and improved health-
care services generally. We can see this future already in clinical 
trials with instrumented drug dispensers, personal data collection, 
and continuous medical oversight.

Transformation creates opportunity and risk. Last June, I mod-
erated a Biopharma Sustainability Forum on real-world data and 
AI, which began exploring opportunities and risks of  concern to 

biopharma companies, and potential impacts on our license to 
operate. Key forum contributors included Hannah Darnton (BSR), 
Alex Walden (Google), and Dominik Geller (Sanofi).

We quickly learned that there’s a lack of  clarity on how the idea 
of  digital transformation connects with biopharma sustainability 
concerns, but a few urgent areas for follow-up were apparent. First, 
firms need to think deeply about their responsibility when working 
with sensitive personal medical and behavioral data. Building pub-
lic trust on this front goes far beyond the baseline requirement for 
cybersecurity. How can we enable meaningful informed consent 
for real-world data collection at scale, manage privacy and access 
controls, and comply with burgeoning national and international 
regulation? What data quality systems are needed to move beyond 
the limited world of  clinical trials, where this is already a challenge?

Ethical and governance challenges are also in urgent need of  
fresh perspectives. For AI systems, bias and incompleteness in train-
ing data are concerns that require active attention to discrimina-
tion, inclusivity, and social assumptions. Decision-making transpar-
ency is also a problem for most current AI systems, one that must 
be addressed for patients and providers to understand and trust 
recommendations. The question of  autonomy is also at play—how 
independent should AI systems be, and how should human medi-
cal expertise be incorporated? Finally, most companies do not have 
the integrated governance structures needed to address both the 
hard technology and the softer ethical and strategic issues.

Biopharma companies depend on public trust, or a social license 
to operate. Both real-world data collection and AI-based applica-
tions will be increasingly public-facing. Consider, as an example, 
the COVID-19 contact tracing systems now being deployed. These 
new applications impact almost every high-priority ESG topic that 
biopharma companies and investors care about, from ethics and 
compliance, through trial practices, patient safety, and equitable 
access, to innovation and risk.

Sanofi has started addressing some of  these concerns by defin-
ing Guiding Principles for AI, and others are putting their thoughts 
together too. It’s time for a wider discussion to build on these efforts. 
Digital transformation is coming, and we need to define a more 
coherent industry perspective if  we are to reap the benefits. 

Pharma’s
Digital-Trust
Mandate
The need for clear transparency around use of real-world data, AI
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A s the world of medicine continues to face the impact 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, clinicians are increas-
ingly looking to digital solutions, including continuing 
medical education (CME), to stay current on the lat-

est developments in their field. Clinicians expect to lean into digi-
tal more than ever—according to McKinsey, 93% of physicians 
expect to use digital tools for clinical-decision support, and 90% 
of clinicians expect to use digital learning solutions the same or a 
greater or significantly greater amount after the COVID-19 crisis. 

VIRTUAL CONFERENCES
A major change in the medical community has been the cancel-
lation of  live conferences and events and the shift to virtual events. 
A majority of  physicians (60%) expect that they will not attend 
live meetings for more than one year, and 64% of  physicians are 
likely to participate in an online version of  a national meeting.1

While this switch presents a change to how clinicians are accus-
tomed to learning, there are new opportunities realized with the 
shift to digital conferences. With digital, many of the barriers that 
clinicians faced in regard to conference attendance—cost, travel, 
time away from practice—are less of a factor in participation. 
Virtual events provide an increased level of convenience and acces-
sibility, and provide worldwide networking capabilities.

DIGITAL CME
In the same way that events are moving to digital, clinicians are 
embracing digital CME as well. Seventy-four percent of  physicians 
agree that online CME is more important for clinical practice dur-
ing the COVID-19 pandemic than it was previously.1 Digital CME 
is powerful in its ability to be flexible and accessible in a way that 
allows clinicians to learn on their own terms and incorporate edu-
cation into their busy practice schedules.

Digital CME enables “just-in-time” education—reaching cli-
nicians right at the moment that they need the information. This 
has been apparent during the COVID-19 pandemic as the Med-
scape Education COVID-19 Learning Center has provided 
needed, timely information to members, reaching over one million 

learners across 50-plus CME/CE/MOC programs focused on 
assessing, managing, and treating COVID-19. 

THE POWER OF DIGITAL CME
Digital education has the potential for strong reach and accessi-
bility, but it is important to ensure that the education solution can 
make a positive impact on the learner and ultimately, patient 
outcomes. A 2020 peer-reviewed study published in collaboration 
with the FDA by Pharm Practice demonstrates the power of  Med-
scape digital education to positively impact public health. The 
study examines the efficacy of  targeted short-form messaging and 
CME aimed at reducing overprescribing of  fluoroquinolone anti-
biotics. The study examined nearly 24,000 high prescribers of  
fluoroquinolones and divided 11,774 into three treatment groups 
to evaluate and measure the effectiveness of  communication and 
education methodology:
• Group 1: Received short-form targeted messaging only (n = 8,895)
• Group 2: Received CME activity only (n = 1,756)
• Group 3: Received both short-form targeted messaging and CME 
(n = 1,123)

The trial featured a case-matched control group (n = 11,774) 
and results were stated against that comparator population. The 
study demonstrated the statistically significant impact of digital 
CME (with or without messaging) to reduce inappropriate clini-
cal behavior.

A COMMITMENT TO DIGITAL CME
Medscape is the leading provider of  digital CME worldwide, accord-
ing to DRG Digital’s Taking The Pulse® US, 2020. As an alternative 
to in-person events, Medscape Education provides a variety of  dig-
ital live education solutions, including Virtual Symposia: livestreamed 
virtual events where expert faculty present on multispecialty topics. 
Virtual Symposia events have the potential to reach a large, engaged, 
global audience by being accessible and interactive, and providing 
the content that clinician learners seek. 
---
1. Medscape internal data. Multiple studies. April, May 2020

Embracing Digital 
Education During 
COVID-19 Crisis
Digital continuing medical education likely to remain a 
valuable tool for clinical decision-makers
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Tackling      
a ‘Genius 
Virus’
Patrick Soon-Shiong, the billionaire 
biotech entrepreneur and owner 
of NantWorks, a network of health 
startups, discusses his companies’ 
COVID-19 vaccine candidate and 
its “fighting chance” to outsmart 
the virus’s hidden tricks through 
merging supercomputing and 
modernized DNA delivery 

By Julian Upton

Executive Profile
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r. Patrick Soon-Shiong is a physician, sur-
geon, researcher, philanthropist, and 
owner of  the LA Times. From 1997–2010, 
he served as founder, chairman, and CEO 

of  American Pharmaceutical Partners (APP) and 
Abraxis BioScience, where he developed the drug 
Abraxane, which received FDA approval for the treat-
ment of  metastatic breast cancer, lung cancer, and 
advanced pancreatic cancer. In 2008, Soon-Shiong 
sold APP to Fresenius for approximately $4.6 billion. 
Two years later, he sold Abraxis to Celgene for about 
$3.8 billion.

Soon-Shiong currently serves as chairman and 
CEO of  NantWorks, an “ecosystem of  companies” 
aiming to create transformative global health informa-
tion and a next-generation pharmaceutical develop-
ment network. 

Under the NantWorks umbrella, Soon-Shiong is also 
chairman and CEO of  NantKwest, an immunotherapy 
company focusing on natural killer (NK) cells, and 
ImmunityBio, a company that aims to deploy a broad 
portfolio of  biological molecules as an integrated can-
cer vaccine platform targeting multiple tumor types 
without the use of  high-dose chemotherapy.

Since the outbreak of  COVID-19, Soon-Shiong has 
been applying his various resources toward understand-
ing and combatting the virus. In May, ImmunityBio’s 
COVID-19 vaccine candidate was one of  14 companies 
selected for Operation Warp Speed, a national program 
to accelerate COVID vaccine development. The can-
didate is the first human adenovirus (Ad5) vaccine 
designed to deliver both spike (S) and nucleocapsid (N) 
DNA for potential long-lasting humoral and cell-medi-
ated immunity.

Pharm Exec caught up with Soon-Shiong to talk 
about how his companies are progressing in developing 
a COVID-19 treatment and his goal to produce billions 
of  doses to tackle the virus worldwide.

PE: Can you talk about how you became involved in the fight 
against COVID-19?
Patrick Soon-Shiong: My companies, Abraxis BioSci-
ence and American Pharmaceutical Partners, were 
working back in 2010 on the hypothesis that we could 
drive memory T cells for both infectious diseases and 
for cancer. We had developed Abraxane, which is now 
owned by Bristol Myers Squibb. Unfortunately, much 
as I tried to explain the motivation behind my develop-
ing Abraxane was to avoid high-dose chemotherapy by 
a paradigm change of  using this protein nanoparticle 
as an immuno-modulating agent rather than a cytotoxic 
drug, the concept was not understood. By the early 
2000s, I came to realize that high-dose chemotherapy, 
still the current standard of  care, was counterintuitively 
the wrong therapy and would do little more than induce 
metastasis and drive resistance toward an incurable out-
come. What my colleagues did not realize is that Abrax-
ane was a protein nanoparticle designed to penetrate 
the cancer microenvironment and activate the macro-
phages as well as induce what are known as DAMPS 
(damage-associated molecular patterns or activators of  
the innate immune system) to expose the tumor to our 
immune system. 

That stimulated in me as far back as 2008 that what 
we’re doing with regard to chemotherapy was all wrong, 
that high-dose chemotherapy was wiping out our 
immune system. Only by activating the immune system 
could we ever have a chance to find a cure. 

FAST FOCUS
» Dr. Patrick Soon-Shiong, a native of South Africa, invented cancer drug Abraxane, which would later 
become a Celgene (and now Bristol Myers Squibb) blockbuster. He is currently developing an experimental 
immunotherapy for pancreatic cancer that “Jeopardy!” host Alex Trebek, U.S. Sen. Harry Reid (D-Nev.), and 
others are taking for treatment.

» Soon-Shiong is the chairman of three non-profits: the Chan Soon-Shiong Family Foundation, which aims to 
fund research and erase disparities in access to healthcare and education; the Chan Soon-Shiong Institute 
for Advanced Health, which is focused on changing the way health information is shared; and the Healthcare 
Transformation Institute, a partnership with the University of Arizona and Arizona State University.

» He bought the Los Angeles Times and San Diego Tribune for $500 million in June 2018, and has been a 
minority owner of the Los Angeles Lakers since 2010.

» Soon-Shiong has published more than 100 scientific papers and has more than 230 issued patents world-
wide on advancements spanning numerous fields in technology and medicine. As a surgeon, he performed 
the world’s first encapsulated human islet transplant, the first engineered islet cell transplant, and the first 
pig-to-man islet cell transplant in diabetic patients.
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But I couldn’t convince anybody. I basically threw up my arms 
and said, fine, I’m selling APP to Fresenius, I’m selling Abraxane 
to Celgene, and we’ll go stealth for a decade and prove this 
hypothesis.

For the past decade, NantWorks has spent close to $3 billion 
building five to eight manufacturing plants with full R&D facil-
ities on properties spanning about 40 acres in Colorado, Cali-
fornia, and Chicago. We needed to collect within NantWorks all 
the tools in the armamentarium that could prove this hypothesis. 
That meant we needed to develop a vaccine vector that could 
drive the code of  whatever cargo or transcript is necessary into 
the human being, whether it is a tumor-associated antigen, a new 
epitope, or a COVID sequence, into the dendritic cell and allow 
that dendritic cell to pump 
out this code as long as pos-
sible, so that we can activate 
the T and B cell memory. 

For this vaccine vector, we 
selected and modified an 
adenovirus vector, which we 
call the second-generation 
adenovirus and which, by the 
way, has eluded every com-
pany, including Merck, Johnson & Johnson, and AstraZeneca, 
who with Oxford University in the UK is still developing a first-
generation adenovirus. 

First-generation adenoviruses produce in us adenoviral fibers 
and in so doing completely limit the capability of  the dendritic 
cell to pump out its code, because these fibers alert the immune 
system in a healthy person that there is something foreign inside 
the dendritic cell, and therefore kills that dendritic cell. 

The breakthrough was to develop an adenovirus that had all 
the propensities of  the first-generation adenovirus, that is, being 
able to get into the dendritic cell and drive the code, but to 
remove the capability of  that adenovirus to make adenoviral 
fibers, (or proteins) so that it remains stealth. All of  a sudden you 
have an adenovirus that can actually pump out its code for as 
long as six months, which is remarkable. To us that was the 
breakthrough.

The next step was to figure out what happens as you age. As 
you age, your T cells die, your NK cells die or diminish. The 
molecule that up-regulates growth of  these cells is IL-15, so we 
brought in a mutant of  IL-15, which is called N-803, and ran 
that through clinical trials, specifically in bladder cancer. And 
that has received a breakthrough therapy status from FDA; it met 
the primary endpoint in bladder cancer. When you add to that 
a NK cell, which we could grow in an unlimited supply, and 
modify that NK cell to target the tumor, you now have a triple 
whammy, what I call the triangle offense (a nod to Soon-Shiong’s 
love of  the LA Lakers and the famous offensive strategy run by 

former head coach Phil Jackson). You have a dendritic cell to 
activate the B cell. You have the memory T cell, and now you 
have a targeted NK cell. 

Using that, we were able to get a complete remission, now 
lasting over six months, in metastatic pancreatic cancer; a com-
plete remission, now lasting over a year, in triple-negative breast 
cancer, that had failed all previous therapy; and complete remis-
sion now lasting four years in Merkel cell carcinoma, that had 
failed all therapy. So, we have evidence that the hypothesis was 
correct.

When COVID-19 came along, it appeared that everything 
we were doing in cancer and infectious diseases was ready made, 
thank God, for COVID. Our manufacturing capacity was ready 

because we were growing NK 
cells. So we jumped into 
action. But one advantage we 
had over other companies is 
we made a scary discovery 
about COVID when we were 
doing molecular dynamic 
modeling of  the receptor-
binding domain (RBD), which 
is the tip of  the spear of  the 

virus’s spike protein, to the ACE2 receptor, which is the receptor 
in the lung or the body.

We discovered that this genius virus has figured out a way to 
hide its RBD, or the business end of  the virus. In partnership 
with Microsoft, we now have a hundred terabytes of  data, using 
a couple of  thousand GPUs, and by analyzing this interaction, 
we discovered that the spike protein when given by itself, unfor-
tunately, hides this RBD. Using an unmodified spike in combina-
tion with a first-generation adenovirus vector is a huge limitation 
to this approach. The second-generation adenovirus, however, is 
stealth to the dendritic cells; it’s hidden from T-cell attack. You 
have a much longer time for the appropriate cargo to dispense.

PE: How does your vaccine differ from other adenovirus approaches?
Soon-Shiong: Ours is a second-generation adenovirus (Ad) that 
includes the nucleocapsid gene as well as the spike gene, allowing 
for a broader immune response. Other Ad approaches use spike 
only and this could allow the coronavirus to mutate and escape 
the immune response. 

By including nucleocapsid as well, we significantly reduce the 
ability of  the virus to escape. The others are also using first-gen-
eration adenovirus, but boosting with this same vaccine may not 
be possible and won’t work as well if  in people previously exposed 
to the adeno “common cold virus.” Ours avoids the preexisting 
immunity issue altogether, allowing multiple boosting/dosing if  
necessary [as in our cancer trials].

By including the nucleocapsid gene 
as well, we significantly reduce the 

ability of the virus to escape

Continued on page 18
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Leadership from Marketers I Paid
Program

T he hype has never been higher for artificial intelli-
gence (AI). AI permeates trade publications, medical 
conference keynotes, and high-visibility partnerships 
between large pharmaceuticals, the Big Five tech 

giants, and academia. 
Progressing AI for most begins with cutting through the swirl 

to curate the most relevant and credible resources. The goal is to 
bridge the delta between AI that is so advanced it is unrealistic, and 
a practical application of  AI that can help fuel a company’s growth.  

Let’s demystify AI and dispel myths that it’s unrealistic, unaf-
fordable, or too complex to implement within existing technology 
platforms. 

UNDERSTANDING WHAT’S WHAT
AI is a very broad and vague term that encompasses countless sub-
specialties. At its core, it refers to algorithms, or computer programs 
that are fundamentally more elaborate algorithms, that automati-
cally learn with experience and adapt based on that experience 
without a computer programmer having to intervene.

As a branch of AI, machine learning (ML) focuses on how 
algorithms identify patterns and nuances—at times in mitochon-
drial-level detail. The algorithms take actions based on the pat-
terns they “see.” 

These technologies are far from new. Spotify, Netflix, and 
Amazon have long used AI and ML to serve customized content. 

The difference now is the unprecedented power of today’s AI 
algorithms that can seek, sort, distill, and synthesize billions of 
data points, in hundreds of languages, at incalculable speed—
algorithms that learn and predict. 

AI AND SOCIAL LISTENING: HOW FAR IT’S COME
Social listening works by using an algorithm to scour the inter-
net, usually on a massive scale, to see what people are saying 
about your brand or other topics. Social listening is much more 
powerful when it is paired with AI to support commercialization.

Like AI, social listening began in the 1990s. But it was rudi-
mentary at the outset, with only basic trackable metrics; the 

volume of comments, whether the sentiment was positive, nega-
tive, or neutral, and the comparison of these metrics with com-
petitors. Additionally, the social listening tools required someone 
to create a list of keywords, an informal process usually carried 
out by an intern or junior team member. Basic words yield only 
basic results.

Today, the intersection of linguistics, natural language pro-
cessing, and technology is an entirely new field unto itself and 
provides precise results. AI-driven social listening can identify 
sarcasm, tonality, dialects, and trending lexicon. Images and 
videos are easily crawled to determine awareness of branding or 
public relations uptake of events. 

What is more, the rigor of advanced market research meth-
odologies is incorporated into best practice social listening, 
including cluster analyses useful for finding rare disease patients. 
Real-world evidence and health economics and outcomes research 
are standard overlays, as are LexisNexis, peer-reviewed journals, 
and conference keynotes.

Key opinion leaders (KOLs) also play a role in AI and social 
listening. Connections between KOLs are easy to surface, as are 
additional, more contemporary criteria for determining influ-
ence. Historically, a KOL might be measured largely by publish-
ing activity, institutional affiliations, drug research, and time in 
the field. Today, a KOL may have a large social following and 
fewer of the other components. 

Another critical part of AI and social listening is predictive 
analytics. Algorithms collect an infinite range of behavioral data 
to forecast, such as the propensity of a clinical trial participant 
not to quit a clinical trial prematurely, assuming all medical 
aspects are in order. 

In the simplest form, AI and social listening is an exception-
ally powerful tool into which one can insert a near-infinite wish 
list of data sources and gain unparalleled insights. It is a com-
panion to traditional market research, not a replacement. A 
license for a social listening platform costs an average of $30,000 
per year. Consider it a “must-have” tool for life sciences compa-
nies, not a “nice to have.” 

AI and Social 
Listening:         
Myths vs. Facts
What’s all the mystery about?
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PE: What’s your timeframe for moving forward with this?
Soon-Shiong: By January 2020, we had undertaken the sequence. 
By March, we had confirmed that the antibodies recognized our 
protein construct. By April, we created finished dosage form of  
both constructs; we submitted our IND (investigational new drug) 
and went immediately into scale-up. We have a magnificent facil-
ity already activated that has a capacity now of  100 million doses 
by the end of  the year. And so, in Q3 we will do first-in-human 
studies, and then we’re off to the races with everybody else, and 
we will hopefully be on the path to the billion doses.

PE: Can you talk a little bit about 
the supercomputing power you 
are deploying to understand the 
COVID virus?
Soon-Shiong: Around 2012, 
NantWorks  took  over 
National LambdaRail, which 
ran the Large Hadron Col-
lider and was behind the 
12,000-mile fiber-optic net-
work that links physicians with data from big science projects such 
as The Human Cancer Atlas. That was the basis of  us building 
our supercomputing network. Now, in collaboration with Micro-
soft, which has been a fantastic partner, we have one of  the larg-
est graphics processing unit (GPU) clouds. 

We’re leveraging Microsoft’s Azure platform to perform a 
highly detailed computational analysis of  the spike protein struc-
ture of  the SARS-CoV-2. A digital blueprint of  the spike protein 
obtained via a process called cryo-electron microscopy was pub-
lished in February by researchers at the University of  Texas and 
the NIH. Our teams have applied a technique called molecular 
dynamics to the blueprint. Molecular dynamics analyzes the phys-
ical movements of  the virus components at the atomic level over 
an extended period of  time and runs a series of  computationally 
intensive simulations that result in a detailed model of  the most 
likely solution structure of  the spike protein.

Microsoft and ImmunityBio’s engineers and scientists deployed 
a cluster containing over 1,250 NVIDIA V100 Tensor Core high-
performance GPUs specifically designed for machine learning 
and other computationally intensive applications. Similarly, 
ImmunityBio has deployed its 320 GPU cluster, which has been 
optimized for molecular modeling of  proteins, antibodies, anti-
virals, and targeted small molecule drugs. This has given us an 
amazing amount of  information about where to attack this virus. 
We’re looking into neutralizing antibodies and finding the best 
sites on the virus to attack. I anticipate we’ll make some exciting 
announcements in this area soon.

PE: That immense amount of computing power notwithstanding, you noted 
that SARS-CoV-2 is a “genius virus.” Can you elaborate?
Soon-Shiong: It is a genius virus. What’s happened is that just one 
mutation on the RBD has increased the infectivity of  this thing 
by 20 times. That’s why it’s so effective. 

What is encouraging, however, is that we have discovered that 
patients who have recovered 11 years on from the first SARS-Cov 
outbreak have memory T cells to the nucleocapsid (N) phospho-
protein. 

This validated our decision to add N into our construct so that 
we can generate memory T cells, because while spike and RBD 
will mutate, N can’t mutate.

The science of  this virus is fascinating. Integrating this com-
putational science with mod-
ernized DNA systems and 
modernized genomic devices, 
such as the second-generation 
adenovirus that can actually 
induce this code in the den-
dritic cell, gives us a real fight-
ing chance to create memory 
T cells against SARS-Cov-2.

PE: From an operational point of view, how are you managing to balance 
your resources in terms of fighting COVID-19 and continuing with your 
work in cancer?
Soon-Shiong: I hope that our government recognizes that a sec-
ond-generation human adenovirus, which uniquely includes N 
in addition to S, warrants support because there’s no way that 
we as a small privately held company could do this alone.

My next challenge then is not fighting the virus but receiving 
the resources to scale to a billion doses. It is making sure that we 
stand as tall as the large pharma companies that have been funded 
by the government to date. The Gates Foundation has analyzed 
our adenovirus approach and we are in negotiations for their 
support, for which we are very grateful. But this will not go far 
enough to manage the potential billion-dollar cost to see this all 
the way through and manufacture billions of  doses for the world.

PE: We just wanted to touch on your role as owner of the LA Times. That 
puts you in a unique position to communicate the progress of your scien-
tific work on COVID-19. How much do you feel that is your responsibility 
to do?
Soon-Shiong: I have no control, and rightly so, of  the editorial 
content of  the newspaper. To avoid any conflicts, it’s best that 
this kind of  news is broken by a newspaper like The New York Times 
or The Wall Street Journal. I’m very aware that I have to be careful 
as the owner of  the LA Times. 

It’s important that the editorial staff follow the science rather 
than the specific research in which I’m involved. 

Just one mutation on the receptor-
binding domain has increased the 

infectivity of [COVID-19] by 20 times

Continued from page 16
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M ost biopharmaceutical companies have spent the 
last few years focused on a Big Data strategy tar-
geted at reducing costs and increasing effective-
ness. Big Data platforms have been built—but did 

they, “they” being the patients and physicians with whom we need 
to engage, come? The impact has been mixed. Today, the 
approach to addressing core business questions has not changed 
despite investments in Big Data. Patient journey and physician 
segmentation approaches remain largely unchanged at the core. 
How do we use the tremendous volume of customer data, includ-
ing attitudes and behaviors, to allow biopharma companies to 
deliver effective, personalized, multichannel communications to 
individual stakeholders? How do we resource differently based 
on physician treatment patterns? How do we engage differently 
with physicians and patients to support appropriate diagnosis? 

Big Analytics are the answer. Analytics provide insights and 
strategies, not just data. AI platforms offer high-value, cost-effective 
solutions that maximize the commercial potential of drug innova-
tion by revealing patterns, trends, and associations, especially relat-
ing to human behavior and interactions. Big Analytics that leverage 
machine learning can take a broad range of claims data and fun-
damentally change how we approach our core customer groups—
patients and physicians—in a more nuanced and impactful way.

WHERE ARE OUR PATIENTS?
The industry strives to help clinicians recognize and diagnose 
diseases earlier to expedite the diffusion of therapeutic innovations 
to improve patient outcomes. Biopharma companies have started 
to embrace Big Analytics to address these challenges. Analytics 
can accelerate the process of getting the right therapies to the right 
patients by using AI-based algorithms that harness the power of 
patient-centric datasets to produce actionable results. 

Patient-finding solutions employ predictive analytics and AI-
based algorithms to examine real-world data to identify patients 
with difficult-to-diagnose diseases, facilitating earlier treatment. 
Patient-finding tools that enable patients to be mapped to clinician 
practices where they are currently being managed for other condi-
tions increase the actionability of the results considerably. The abil-
ity to find undiagnosed patients along their disease journey, as well 

as understand the HCPs who are treating them, has the potential 
to dramatically change physician and patient engagement.

WHICH PHYSICIANS SHOULD WE TARGET?
Certain clinicians impact the decision-making of others in the 
healthcare community. Network mapping analytics identifies not 
only those highly influential clinicians, but also the strength and 
breadth of their impact. These clinicians are imperative to the 
success of your brand. Understanding existing relationships among 
HCPs not only optimizes the ability to connect with them, but 
maximizes the impact of marketing communications in achieving 
the desired clinical behavior change. Targeting influential clini-
cians dramatically impacts prescribing rates among peers within 
their network. Studies have shown that the recommendation of 
an influential peer had many times greater impact than that of 
sales rep interactions with physicians. Big Analytics can identify 
those clinicians who drive behavior change. These experts have 
the unique ability to impact the care of patients well beyond their 
own practices. As highly regarded leaders, they measurably impact 
the clinical behavior of peers within their networks and thus have 
the power to facilitate the adoption of therapeutic approaches to 
optimize patient outcomes. 

With a keen understanding of the power of scientific leadership 
within a network, AI-based network mapping, in combination 
with natural language processing, can identify national key opin-
ion leaders and local clinical leaders with the greatest ability to 
impact clinical behavior. Collectively, these solutions help optimize 
patient care by facilitating the spread of therapeutic innovations.
    It is clear that companies with data-driven cultures do more 
with less. They’re able to turn insights into action, which allows 
them to deliver products and services efficiently and effectively to 
exceed customer expectations and achieve operational excellence. 
However, Big Analytics offers much more, allowing companies to 
create a strategic roadmap for innovation and engagement. Ana-
lytics does not just provide information, it guides action. “Without 
data, you’re just another person with an opinion,” noted W. 
Edwards Deming, a leader within the quality improvement move-
ment. Today, every company has access to Big Data. Without 
analytics, you are just another company with data. 

Analytics: The  
Secret Sauce That 
Makes Data Big
‘If we build it, they will come’
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19th Annual Industry Audit 
Value Boost 
Our latest review of biopharma financial performance reveals solid growth rates in  
enterprise value and rebounding value-to-sales numbers—proving once again the  
business imperative of regaining and sustaining shareholder value
By Bill Trombetta

W elcome to Pharm Exec’s 19th Annual Pharma-
ceutical Industry Audit. We present a unique 
financial performance analysis of  the top 18 
publicly traded biopharmaceutical companies 

based on sales revenue. That total is down to 18 this year due to 
the acquisitions of  Celgene, by Bristol Myers Squibb, and Aller-
gan, by AbbVie. The Audit is focused on a number of  financial 
performance metrics, particuarly critical metrics such as growth 
in shareholder enterprise value, enterprise value to sales, and 
return on invested capital. Regarding the latter metric, the 2020 
Audit examines the impact of  weighted average cost of  capital 
(WACC) factored into last year’s numbers. WACC adjusts return 
on invested capital (ROIC) by assessing the difference between 
ROIC and WACC. 

METHODOLOGY 
This year’s Audit relies on secondary reported information for 
the 2018–2019 time period. The metrics are also weighted reflect-
ing their relative importance in assessing a company’s perfor-
mance. Some metrics are more important than others. For exam-

ple, sales growth is important, but sales growth can occur as a 
result of  mergers and acquisitions and in-licensing. So, it takes a 
back seat to the crunch metric, ROIC, which measures how well 
a company is managed, including margin management (the profit 
and loss or income statement) and asset management (use of  
assets on the balance sheet), and, most importantly, whether 
ROIC exceeds the cost of  capital (cost of  debt and the opportu-
nity cost of  stock equity).

Two metrics are included that are not weighted: sales, general 
and administrative (SGA), or overhead; and profit per employee.

The higher a company performs on a metric is reflected in a 
ranking based on the number of  points it receives per metric. 
The highest placing for each metric is 18 based on the number 
of  firms in our Audit, and the lowest is one. For example, if  a 
company places 17th (second highest) on the critical metric enter-
prise value to sales (EV/S), it receives 51 points on the metric (18 
rank x weight of  3). In another example, if  a company comes in 
at a ranking of  five (five places from the bottom) on the metric 
gross margin (pricing power), its total points would be 10 (5 rank 
x  weight of  2).
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INDICES
Basic indices are the growth of  the US economy and inflation. 
An organization has to be able to grow faster than the US econ-
omy: around 3% in 2019, and higher than inflation as measured 
by the Consumer Price Index (CPI): about 2% for 2019. 

Other important benchmark metrics are posted in Figure 1 
on page 22.

SALES GROWTH
Table 1 shows sales in US dollars along with sales growth for 
2018-2019. It is good to grow, especially organically, compared 
to just acquiring companies. But that’s easier said than done for 
organizations at absolutely high sales levels, such as Johnson & 
Johnson, Novartis, and Roche. 

The poster firm for growth is Amazon. Amazon’s profits pale 
in comparison to its retailer competitors such as Walmart, but its 
enterprise value (EV), or market cap, is the envy of  its peers, less 
stellar sales growth, notwithstanding.  

The average dollar sales for our 18 pharmas was $31.84 bil-
lion in 2019, vs. $30.51 billion the previous year, a growth rate 
increase of  4.3%, outpacing the US economy and inflation. The 
top pharma by total revenues last year was J&J at $82.11 billion. 
BMS posted the highest growth rate at 16%, due in part to the 
its Celgene acquisition. Six companies’ sales decreased last year.

ENTERPRISE OR SHAREHOLDER                                        
VALUE AND GROWTH
This is the first of  three crunch metrics. EV/Sales and ROIC are 
the others. There are other worthy performance metrics (e.g., 
corporate responsibility, sustainability, the best places for women 
and minorities to work, etc.), but our focus is financial performance 
and enterprise value and growth. Did a company create or add 
to shareholder (enterprise) value or destroy shareholder value?

EV is the sum of  an organization’s market capitalization; 
then add in debt and adjust for cash and other current assets. 
Simply put, EV is the market value or market capitalization of  
a company. 

Audit Data Sources & Table Key
( ) Denotes loss

B = Billions of US$

Figures are rounded up where appropriate

Sources: FactSet; Evaluate Pharma; New York Times; Wall Street 
Journal; Business Week; Fortune; Forbes; thatswacc. Financial 
data are found primarily through FactSet, which was accessed in 
April 2020 for the 2018–2019 time period.

Annual Sales
Company Sales 2019 Sales 2018

Percent 
Change

Johnson & Johnson 18 $82.11B $81.53B 0.7%

Roche 17 61.47B 56.85B 8.1

Pfizer 16 51.75B 53.65B (3.5)

Novartis 15 47.20B 50.79B (7.1)

Merck & Co.   14 46.58B 42.45B 9.8

Sanofi 13 36.13B 34.46B 4.8

GlaxoSmithKline 12 33.75B 30.82B 9.5

AbbVie 11 33.27B 32.75B 1.6

Bristol Myers Squibb 10 26.14B 22.56B 16.0

AstraZeneca 9 24.38B 22.10B 10.4

Amgen 8 23.26B 23.77B (2.1)

Lilly 7 22.33B 24.56B (9.1)

Gilead 6 22.32B 22.21B 0.5

Novo Nordisk 5 18.29B 17.70B 3.3

Teva 4 16.87B 18.85B (10.5)

Biogen 3 12.71B 12.05B 5.5

Mylan 2 11.50B 11.43B 0.60

Endo 1 2.91B 2.95B (1.1)

Average $31.84B $30.51B 4.3%

Table 1

Enterprise Value
Company EV 2019 EV 2018

Percent  
Change

Bristol Myers Squibb  18 $169.2B $94.6B 79.8%

Novo Nordisk   17 151.9B 114.1B 32.4

Amgen   16 152.3B 116.3B 31.0

Roche  15 302.7B 237.9B 27.3

AbbVie   14 189.3B 150.9B 25.8

Lilly   13 161.6B 134.6B 20.1

Gilead   12 94.5B 79.6B 19.0

Biogen  11 51.4B 46.9B 8.7

AstraZeneca 10 127.8B 120.2B 5.8

Johnson & Johnson 9 413.9B 394.6B 5.1

Novartis 8 206.2B 205.2B 0.5

Merck & Co.  7 231.6B 230.4B 0.4

Sanofi  6 127.8B 130.3B (2.3)

Pfizer 5 239.9B 259.3B (7.7)

GlaxoSmithKline 4 119.6B 134.1B (11.2)

Teva 3 39.6B 44.7B (11.4)

Endo 2 7.6B 8.5B (11.8)

Mylan 1 21.4B 27.8B (22.2)

Average $156.3B $131.7B 18.90%

Table 2
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At present, two firms are duking it out for the highest company 
value on earth: Microsoft and Amazon, with each approaching 
market caps of  $1 trillion.

Table 2 (see page 21) shows that the pharma with the highest 
EV is J&J at $414 billion, with an average growth of  shareholder 
value for the year of  5.1%. The company that grew its EV the 
most was BMS, with a 79.8% spike, in no small part due to Cel-
gene’s strong EV position. To put that in per-
spective, the average EV for our 18 pharmas 
in 2019 was $156.3 billion, a growth rate of  
18.9%. Of  the 18, 12 firms increased share-
holder value, and six experienced a drop in 
their EV. Novo Nordisk ranks second, with a 
growth rate increase of  32%. 

Now compare shareholder value and market 
cap growth to the benchmarks in Figure 1. 
Compare the overall 18.9% growth rate to 
those benchmarks. Biotechs outperformed their mainstay pharma 
peers on shareholder value.

ENTERPRISE VALUE TO SALES
EV and EV growth are very important performance metrics. EV 
to sales supplements that metric by assessing which firms are still 
climbing, vis-à-vis companies whose best performance is behind 

them, via so called “value” stocks—those stocks for widow or 
orphan drugs that, if  not growing in value, still pay noteworthy 
dividends and are solid businesses.

Table 3 lists EV to sales. The average EV/S for 2019 is 4.59, 
an increase from 2018’s 4.20. At the top of  the list is Amgen at 
7.1, an increase from the drugmaker’s 5.4 EV/S in 2018. Twelve 
companies increased their EV/S ratios: the higher the ratio, the 

more likelihood the company’s performance is 
going to get better. 

GROSS MARGIN
Yes, there is net-net and list price vs. net price, 
but at the end of  the day, there is gross margin, 
which is tantamount to markup. As Warren Buf-
fet would call it, “the moat around your castle.”

Gross margin reflects a company’s power to 
maintain or, even better, increase price. The 

metric represents total revenue minus cost of  goods sold from the 
income statement. This is quintessential margin management: 
how price is managed while simultaneously managing operating 
costs to produce net income. The higher the gross margin is, the 
more a firm is able to cover operating expenses, including SGA. 
Table 4 shows Novo Nordisk at the top with a gross margin of  
82.60%, a slight decrease from 2018. The biotechs rule pricing 

Enterprise Value to Sales
Company EV/S 2019 EV/S 2018

Amgen  18 7.1 5.4

Bristol Myers Squibb  17 6.7 3.7

Lilly  16 6.2 5.2

AstraZeneca  15 5.8 5.2

Novo Nordisk  14 5.7 4.7

Merck & Co.  13 5.3 5.1

Pfizer  12 5.0 5.1

Novartis  11 4.9 4.2

Johnson & Johnson 10 4.8 4.3

AbbVie  9 4.8 5.1

Roche  8 4.6 3.9

Biogen  7 4.2 5.1

Gilead  6 3.7 3.5

Sanofi 5 3.6 3.3

GlaxoSmithKline 4 3.6 3.1

Endo 3 2.7 2.9

Teva 2 2.1 2.5

Mylan  1 2.0 2.4

Average 4.6 4.2

Table 3

Gross Margin
Company

Gross Margin 
2019

Gross Margin 
2018

Novo Nordisk  18 82.60% 83.10%

Amgen  17 81.30 82.70

Biogen  16 81.00 81.80

Gilead   15 79.10 78.20

Lilly   14 78.80 73.80

AbbVie   13 77.10 76.90

AstraZeneca   12 72.40 71.80

Pfizer  11 71.50 70.20

Roche 10 71.30 70.70

Merck & Co.   9 70.20 69.20

Novartis   8 69.60 64.50

GlaxoSmithKline   7 67.80 67.90

Johnson & Johnson 6 67.00 66.70

Bristol Myers Squibb  5 66.00 71.30

Sanofi              4 60.50 60.20

Endo 3 46.30 45.80

Teva  2 44.60 44.00

Mylan           1 36.40 38.00

Average 68.00% 77.70%

Table 4

Other 
benchmarks 

include:
2019 2018

S&P 500 31.49% (4.38%)

Nasdaq 37.89% (4.36%)

DJIA 23.76% (5.97%)

Source: Vantage Pharma; Wall Street Journal

Figure 1
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There is an impressive and growing array of Real World Data (RWD) 

sources available, and their use isbeing increasingly fueled by recent 

Real World Evidence (RWE) trends including the uptake of digital 

health, patient-generated data, and telemedicine within the current 

COVID-19 environment. Organizations are recognizing the benefits of 

incorporating real world data sources into their overall development 

plans as they see more and more instances in which RWD has 

contributed to regulatory approvals for rare diseases and informed 

prescribing decisions or innovative payment models. 

As you build your RWE strategy, how do you identify which RWD 

sources to leverage to address your key research questions, and 

how do you assess the need to bring multiple RWD sources under a 

common umbrella? How do you ensure that the RWD you select is 

credible and fit-for-purpose? 

During this session, we will share tools and strategies that you can take 

back to your organization to improve both the quality and impact of 

your Real World Evidence studies.

3 Key take-aways

• How to collate input from multiple stakeholders to create a 
cohesive RWE strategy 

• Effective approaches to identifying RWD sources

• Proven methods for evaluating RWD credibility by leveraging 

published frameworks
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as they have ever since the first Pharm Exec Industry Audit in Sep-
tember 2002. But note the significant drop in gross margin aver-
age for our 18 pharmas, from 77.7% in 2018 to 68% in 2019. 
Ten firms were able to increase their gross margin, with Lilly and 
Novartis raising it the most.

OPERATING INCOME
Staying with margin management, Table 5 shows pre-tax operat-
ing income, or profit to sales. Again, the higher the gross margin 
is, the more that contributes to improving pre-tax, operating 
income. Operating income consists of  total revenues minus cost 
of  goods sold and minus operating expenses related to a firm’s 
typical business. It excludes one-time gains and losses, dividend 
income, and interest income.

At the top in this metric is Biogen at 56%, a seven-digit increase 
from 2018. To put that number in perspective, 56% would qual-
ify as a decent gross margin; for Biogen, it is its pre-tax operating 
income. The average figure for 2019 was 20.3%, a significant 
six-digit drop from 26.3% in 2018. Only eight of  our 18 compa-
nies saw their pre-tax operating incomes increase for the year.

SALES TO ASSETS
Gross margin and operating income have to do with margin 
management; sales to assets has to with asset management. If  a 

firm is at $70 billion in sales, it won’t be doubling revenue any-
time soon. If  the company has also curtailed SGA and disposed 
of  assets, it won’t be cutting operating expenses in half  anytime 
soon either. Then it turns to asset management to do a better job 
making use of, not necessarily owning, assets. 

When you multiply profit to sales (pre-tax operating income) 
by sales to assets (asset management), you get a far more impor-
tant measure: return on assets. An organization can have a rela-
tively low profit margin with a relatively high sales-to-assets ratio 
that will result in a better performance in terms of  ROIC. 

As seen in Table 6, Novo Nordisk’s sales-to-assets ratio is 1.0. 
For every dollar invested in assets, Novo Nordisk gets back $1. 
Roche comes in at No. 2, getting back 80 cents for every dollar 
invested in assets. Only six companies rank above average regard-
ing how productive they are in managing their assets. 

RETURN ON INVESTED CAPITAL
Now we come to the mother of  all Audit metrics: ROIC. ROIC 
is net income left over to shareholders as a percent of  debt and 
common stock. According to longtime organizational consultant 
Mark Van Cleaf  in The New York Times, the best measure of  busi-
ness performance is ROIC—how much is a company generating 
on its capital investments, plant and equipment, minus the cost 
of  that capital, debt, and equity? 

Operating Income
Company 2019

Biogen     18 56.00%

Novo Nordisk     17 39.90

Amgen      16 39.30

Pfizer 15 34.20

Roche         14 27.10

AbbVie       13 25.30

Merck & Co.       12 24.60

Lilly         11 23.60

Gilead 10 23.10

Johnson & Johnson   9 21.10

Bristol Myers Squibb  8 19.00

GlaxoSmithKline      7 18.20

Novartis    6 17.40

Sanofi        5 7.80

AstraZeneca    4 6.80

Mylan      3 1.30

Teva    2 (7.5)

Endo      1 (11.8)

Average 20.30%

Table 5

Sales to Assets
Company S/A 2019 S/A 2018

Novo Nordisk  18 1.0 1.0

Roche    17 0.8 0.7

Merck & Co. 16 0.6 0.5

GlaxoSmithKline 15 0.5 0.5

Johnson & Johnson 14 0.5 0.5

Biogen 13 0.5 0.5

Lilly     12 0.5 0.6

Novartis  11 0.4 0.4

Gilead    10 0.4 0.3

AbbVie   9 0.4 0.5

Amgen 8 0.4 0.3

AstraZeneca 7 0.4 0.4

Mylan         6 0.4 0.4

Teva          5 0.3 0.3

Bristol Myers Squibb     4 0.3 0.7

Pfizer  3 0.3 0.3

Sanofi  2 0.3 0.3

Endo     1 0.3 0.3

Average 0.46 0.45

Table 6
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Combine this with our relatively new addition to the Audit, 
weighted average cost of  capital (WACC). Management should 
be providing value that exceeds its cost of  capital, according to 
Van Cleaf. For example, two organizations can have an ROIC 
of  10%, but company 1 has a WACC of  12% while company 2 
has a WACC of  7%. The first firm is destroying shareholder 
value while the second one is creating shareholder value. 

Prior to the mid-1980s, the conventional wisdom was that debt 
had a cost (the rate you pay for 
borrowing) but issuing stock was 
free. But what if  the peer groups 
an organization competes with 
have a higher ROIC than the 
company? Even though the firm 
shows a profit, it is destroying 
shareholder value if  its profit is 
below its peers’ average. 

What return could an investor 
get by investing in an organiza-
tion of  equal risk? This was the 
brainstorm of  Stern Stewart, a consulting firm based in New 
York City. 

Our source for WACC relies on three years of  income state-
ments and balance sheets to arrive at a firm’s WACC percentage.

Table 7 shows Novo Nordisk far out in front, with a ROIC of  
80%. Biogen ranks second at 31.6%. Average ROIC increased 
to 16.13%, from 14.54% in 2018. 

Half  of  our 18 companies increased ROIC while the other 
half  saw that number drop. 

To avoid overstating the impact of  ROIC, and double-count-
ing its value, we use the ROIC number to come up with the rank-
ings on this metric. But the inclusion of  WACC in Table 7 tells 

an interesting story: The greater 
the difference between ROIC and 
WACC, the greater the return to 
shareholders. 

The top 10 organizations sub-
stantially created shareholder 
value, with double-digit increases 
in the spread between ROIC and 
WACC. 

NET PROFIT PER 
EMPLOYEE

This metric, presented in Table 8, is not weighted in the rank-
ings. It is interesting, however, to show how profitable the pharma 
sector is. Biogen produces the most profit per employee of  our 
18 pharmas, at $795,700 each, up from $563,038 in 2018. 

Return on Invested Capital
Company ROIC 2019

Weighted average cost  
of capital (WACC)

Novo Nordisk  18 68.50% 6.77%

Biogen 17 31.60 6.10

Roche 16 30.00 5.84

Lilly 15 24.20 5.20

Merck & Co.  14 20.50 4.60

Amgen 13 19.80 5.10

AbbVie  12 19.20 5.60

Johnson & Johnson  11 17.40 5.10

Pfizer 10 16.60 5.10

GlaxoSmithKline 9 15.60 5.28

Gilead 8 11.80 4.00

Novartis  7 8.10 4.79

Bristol Myers Squibb  6 6.00 4.60

AstraZeneca 5 4.60 5.32

Sanofi 4 3.60 2.64

Mylan  3 0.10 10.00

Teva   2 (2.5) 5.84

Endo 1 (4.7) 7.00

Average 16.13% 5.49

Table 7

Net Profit to Employee
Company 2019

Biogen $795,700

Gilead $456,400

Amgen $335,100

AbbVie $262,400

Pfizer $184,300

Roche $139,000

Merck & Co. $138,600

Lilly $137,900

Novo Nordisk $135,000

Bristol Myers Squibb $114,600

Johnson & Johnson $114,400

Novartis $68,700

GlaxoSmithKline $59,600

Sanofi $32,400

AstraZeneca $18,900

Mylan $480

Teva ($24,900)

Endo ($113,000)

Table 8

Even though the firm shows  
a profit, it is destroying 

shareholder value if its profit 
is below its peers’ average
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SELLING, GENERAL                        
AND ADMINISTRATIVE      
EXPENSES TO SALES
SGA is another metric that does not impact the 
rankings. Nonetheless, it is still important because 
the expenses in this category are necessary to run 
an organization and constitute routine spend such 
as rent, salaries, advertising, marketing, legal, and 
more. Laying off and firing workers costs money 
in severance before it begins to pay off. It’s also 
important to keep in mind that this is a one-year 
comparison. 
     A company can be making investments in adver-
tising, training its sales force, etc., and that will pay 
dividends down the road. One swallow does not a 
season make.

Opportunities exist to cut advertising costs by 
being more efficient with agencies and revamping 
supply chains. Also, SGA can increase, but it is the 
goal for sales growth to grow faster, thereby lower-
ing the SGA-to-sales ratio. Ballooning overhead 
leaves a firm inefficient and less productive than it 
otherwise could be.

Table 9 shows that generics makers are lean and 
mean on this metric, before Biogen enters, produc-
ing the fourth-lowest percentage number. The 
average SGA for 2019 was 41.6% of  sales, vs. 
42.4% in 2018. 

AUDIT STANDOUTS 
Table 10 reveals the winner of  this year’s Audit: 
Novo Nordisk. Repeating for the second consecu-
tive year, the Danish-based drugmaker totaled 275 
points, according to our scoring system explained 
on page 20. 

Novo Nordisk finished among the top two spots 
in five of  the metrics weighed. 

Amgen comes in second overall with 239 points, 
followed by Biogen (229) , Roche (227), and Lilly 
(216) rounding out the top five.   

About the Author

Bill Trombetta, PhD, is Professor of           
Healthcare Strategy & Marketing at St.  
Joseph’s University Haub School of             
Business in Philadelphia. He can be       
reached at trombett@sju.edu

Selling, Gen. & Admin. 
Expenses to Sales

Company GA E/S 2019

Endo   18 26.20%

Mylan  17 27.90

Teva   16 28.50

Biogen  15 35.10

AbbVie  14 35.30

Novo Nordisk 13 39.10

Amgen   12 39.80

Roche 11 40.10

Johnson & Johnson  10 40.70

Merck & Co.    9 41.60

Sanofi  8 43.70

Pfizer     7 44.20

GlaxoSmithKline   6 44.70

Bristol Myers Squibb 5 46.30

Novartis    4 49.00

Lilly   3 52.90

Gilead 2 56.80

AstraZeneca       1 60.90

Average 41.60%

Table 9

And the          
Winner is…

Company

Novo Nordisk

Amgen

Biogen

Roche

Lilly

Merck & Co.

AbbVie

Bristol Myers Squibb

AstraZeneca

Johnson & Johnson

Gilead

Pfizer

GlaxoSmithKline

Novartis

Sanofi

Mylan

Endo

Teva

Table 10

The Fab 5 vs. the  
Fearsome 5
Each year at the end of our Audit report, we have some fun by comparing 
our top five biopharmaceutical performers, or “Fab 5,” with New York Times 
columnist Farad Manjoo’s “Fearsome 5.” The latter is made up of high-
tech giants Alphabet (Google), Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, and Facebook. 
Here’s how the two groups compare across a pair of key metrics.

ENTERPRISE VALUE  
TO SALES

Microsoft 7.8

Facebook 7.7

Amgen 7.1

Lilly 6.2

Novo Nordisk 5.7

Alphabet 5.1

Roche 4.6

Biogen 4.2

Apple 3.9

Amazon 3.4

RETURN ON INVESTED 
CAPITAL

Novo Nordisk 65.8%

Biogen 31.7%

Roche 30.0%

Apple 28.8%

Lilly 24.2%

Microsoft 22.7%

Amgen 19.8%

Facebook 18.9%

Alphabet 17.3%

Amgen 11.1%

mailto:trombett@sju.edu
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Healthcare decision-makers have become increasingly 

aware of the need to utilize real world data (RWD) to better-

understand treatment patterns, disease burden, and the impact 

of interventions from both a clinical and cost perspective. RWD 

now plays a pivotal role in informing decisions about access and 

reimbursement, drug safety, and comparative effectiveness. 

Join IQVIA to learn more about RWD trends during this 

webinar. We will provide an in-depth review of IQVIA 

PharMetrics® Plus, one of the most trusted sources of health plan 

claims data available today. Our product expert will perform a 

demonstration of E360™ — a technology platform that enables 

self-service data exploration and supports an extensive analytics 

library that includes persistence/compliance, incidence/

prevalence, the Charlson Comorbidity Index, and many others.

3 Key Takeaways

• Become familiar with PharMetrics Plus’ features and 
practical applications as illustrated through recent use 
cases

• Understand analytics commonly performed with health 
plan claims data

• Recognize the analytic technology behind RWD that is 
needed to acquire rapid real world insights
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B
ack in February, when COVID-19 was forming an omi-
nous cloud on the horizon but had yet to fully disrupt 
the west’s daily healthcare discourse, ZS Principal Mal-
colm Sturgis reviewed the trends and predictions he had 

covered in his “State of the Data Nation” session at ZS’s 
recent Impact Summit. The message was that while the patient 
experience was becoming an ever-higher priority, data privacy 
and ownership concerns were constantly threatening to upend the 
status quo. He noted that pharma companies were still trailing 
behind other companies in finding meaningful ways to use data 
from non-traditional sources—connected medical devices as part 
of the Internet of Things, phones, Fitbits, and non-device data 
such as social media feeds. Part of the problem, he said, was “the 
creepiness factor” for patients. “If you’re a patient and you hear 
that all this [data] is being collected and centralized and it’s all 
about you specifically, it makes you feel a little nervous,” says Stur-
gis. “This is especially true if you hear that it’s not just your doctor 
collecting [it], but a pharma company or an insurance company 
or a big tech company like Google or Amazon.”

He continued that the industry would need to learn how to 
expose the data it has so that patients “can know what’s there and 
can have some control over what’s shared and what isn’t shared.” 
He added, “There are a lot of enterprise-level mechanics that have 
to be built to do this, as well as some standards and procedures 
and regulatory guidelines that may force the issue.”

Chief data and chief analytics officers, said Sturgis, would need 
to ask fundamental questions about understanding what data they 
have within their own companies and how they can work with 
patients to develop use cases for that data. “Some of the biggest 
opportunities may reside in gaps in the patient experience, and 
these may be opportunities that aren’t on our radar now but will 
be new capabilities that companies find they can’t leverage.”

EXPOSING THE DATA GAPS
Since February, however, COVID-19 has put some of these con-
cerns on the back burner. Speaking to Pharm Exec last month, 
Sturgis observed that, when hospitals began performing only 
essential procedures and many practices were closing their doors, 
moves to give patients more visibility or control over their own 

data were effectively “put on hold.” For biopharma executives, 
the impetus changed to focusing internally on their immediate 
business situation. “That’s clearly critical,” notes Sturgis, “but 
it means they’re spending a lot of time tracking and understand-
ing where sales are going, what’s going to happen next week, 
and which doctors have opened their doors.” 

This scenario has actually strengthened the argument for 
accessing data from non-traditional sources somewhat. Where, 
traditionally, many biopharma companies have acquired the data 
they need, built it into their IT infrastructures, and created big, 
central databases that they work with in-
house, there is an increasing concern that 
“relying on your own in-house data isn’t 
going to tell you everything you need to know 
about your customers or your market,” says 
Sturgis. The difference now is that pharma 
has seen the need to access data that “isn’t 
perfect” and that doesn’t necessarily have to 
be “vetted and triangulated a hundred dif-
ferent ways.” Sturgis explains that the pandemic has meant that 
“knowing what’s going to happen next week, or even this week, 
and having that information available ‘right now’ has suddenly 
become more important.”

He notes that COVID also exposed a gap in companies’ 
understanding of local-level activity within each healthcare sys-
tem. “Again, in the past, companies had the luxury of not really 
having to look at this; they had access to granular sales informa-
tion, prescription dispense activity, or promotional activity that 
might tell them about what individuals are doing,” says Sturgis. 
“But now companies need to know where telehealth is being 
used, which hospitals are allowing non-elective surgery, which 
doctors are even seeing patients, etc.” The pandemic has changed 
all of the underlying assumptions about the market. In doing so, 
Sturgis explains, “it has exposed the need to understand trans-
actionally what’s going on with all of your customers, how they 
are behaving, where things are going in the short term. There 
wasn’t a lot of attention paid to that before.”

For Joe Corkery, director of product at Google Cloud Health-
care & Life Sciences, COVID-19 has made data acquisition 

JULIAN UPTON
is Pharm Exec’s European and

Online Editor. He can be reached
at jupton@mjhlifesciences.com

The New Data Dynamic
How COVID-19 has Upended Model
While exposing gaps in the way pharma acquires and uses data,   
the pandemic has also fostered a new spirit of information sharing  
that bodes well for future collaborations
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much more challenging. For example, col-
lecting data for clinical trials often requires 
in-person examinations, physical sample 
collection, access to labs, and a variety of 
different mechanisms to capture patient-
generated data along with patient-reported 
outcomes. But “as a result of COVID-19,” 
Corkery told Pharm Exec, “direct human 

interactions have been increasingly limited to the most urgent 
needs, which as expected has a real impact on the ability to run 
clinical trials.” This adds, he says, to COVID’s exposure of the 
“general lack of awareness around how challenging the drug/
vaccine discovery process is,” as well as the importance of well-
designed clinical trials to inform clinical decision-making. “The 
industry is having to get creative in the drug and vaccine dis-
covery process, just like they are in many other ways,” says 
Corkery. “Many of these challenges have further illuminated 
the need to leverage technology to understand data at scale and 
unlock insights from the data that is available.”

SHARING THE KNOWLEDGE
Sturgis observes that pharmas are now looking at those non-tra-
ditional data sources and capturing data streams that were “never 
meant for pharma.” Putting this data together will mean fostering 
new partnerships with other stakeholders, such as large hospital 
systems or patient advocacy groups. Interestingly, this could be 
helped along by a kind of cultural shift with regard to data privacy 
that has been occurring among patients and organizations during 
the COVID pandemic. 

“There is the notion with a 
public health issue like this—if 
everyone is affected by it and a 
patient’s data can be part of help-
ing to understand and control 
it—that sharing data is a good 
thing,” says Sturgis. “This is a 
change from the skeptical narra-
tive of the past few years.” And 
with regard to testing and con-
tact tracing, he adds, “people are 
understanding that it’s not just 
about how they are affected personally, but whether the people 
around them will be affected too. There’s more awareness that our 
private health information may have value outside the individual.”

This growing spirit of altruism, or at least a strengthened will-
ingness to work together, is a positive side-effect of the pandemic 
that has also become evident in industry practices. Corkery points 
out that the crisis has “opened doors” and is driving new alli-
ances. As an example, he points the chemical simulation software 
company Schrödinger’s partnership with major biopharma com-

panies such as Takeda, Novartis, and Gilead Sciences to discover 
novel antiviral therapeutics for COVID. “It’s really notable for 
these companies to be collaborating this closely,” Corkery says. 
Google Cloud is also involved in this alliance and is supporting 
its accelerated goals, such as the evaluation of billions of molecules 
each week, by donating cloud credits for high-powered parallel 
computing. Meanwhile, Google subsidiary Kaggle, an online 
community of data scientists with nearly five million users, is cur-
rently hosting data science challenges to help scientists accelerate 
their response to the pandemic. By May, there were roughly 357 
scientific papers on COVID-19 being published every day. Kag-
gle is helping scientists navigate this wealth of research with a 
machine-learning-curated literature review, which is highlighting 
the key questions being explored. 

Back in April, IBM Research announced it was making mul-
tiple resources available free to researchers, including a cloud-
based AI research resource and the IBM Functional Genomics 
Platform. The firm has also played a leading role in launching 
the US COVID-19 High Performance Computing Consortium, 
which has made available to scientists more than 38 US-based 
supercomputers with “more than 400 petaflops of computing 
power.” And in March, six life sciences and information technol-
ogy companies—including Caprion Biosciences, Clinerion, and 
Saama Technologies—announced the formation of the EndPan-
demic National Data Consortium, which is aimed at integrating 
data from all ongoing and future clinical studies to “dramatically 
accelerate analysis on COVID-19 and SARS-CoV-2 research.”

As Sturgis points out, collaborations are, of course, “not some-
thing totally foreign to the indus-
try.” And from a commercial per-
spective, companies will continue 
to approach them with a degree 
of caution, wondering if they are 
giving up their “secret sauce” by 
joining such partnerships, or ask-
ing, “Is there more risk to this 
than benefit?” But, he adds, the 
idea that shared data can provide 
both corporate and public health 
benefits is a powerful one. And 
with companies being able to use 

and benefit from this information themselves, “there may very well 
be a recalculation about data sharing going forward.” 

This willingness, then—on the part of both patients and 
pharma companies—to collaborate for the “common good” may 
have laid the groundwork for the future data dynamic. Corkery 
concludes: “We’ll come away from this pandemic with many les-
sons learned, some of which were learned the hard way. But I 
have hope that the next time the industry needs to come together, 
we’ll be ready and well equipped to do so in an open fashion.” 

These challenges have further 
illuminated the need to leverage 
technology to understand data 
at scale and unlock insights 

from the data that is available

Joe Corkery
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I
n the pharmaceutical sector, manufacturers have become 
accustomed to the significant and increasing “burden” of 
regulatory compliance demanding that they update their 
processes, systems, and skills to accommodate the latest 

reporting requirements. Of course, life sciences regulators exist 
to hold companies to account and keep customers safe, by enforc-
ing certain standards and ensuring that manufacturers adhere 
to them over time (and can demonstrate, on demand, that they 
have done so).

But maintaining compliance can be relentless. Each time com-
panies think they are on top of  everything, specifications are 
updated or a new wave of  change comes along. It can be demoral-
izing, and draining—from a time and resource perspective. A bet-
ter way to drive value from an investment in compliance is to look 
for a wider range of  wins. Traditionally, companies would have 
approached regulatory requirements as a necessary evil, something 
to satisfy the authorities and minimize business risk. Beyond this, 
organizations have not typically looked for strategic benefits.

A FRESH APPROACH TO COMPLIANCE
In today’s digital new world, there is a chance to treat compli-
ance very differently. That’s as companies move away from pro-
cesses built around manually filling in paper or PDF documents 
for each unique regulatory reporting requirement, toward build-
ing rich, dynamic databases whose contents can be repurposed 
many times over. A definitive central resource where all of the 
required information (and more besides) can be collated, checked, 
refined, and updated—so that anything else that happens there-
after with that information is, by default, correct and compliant.

The pharmaceutical sector has tended to be slow to adapt to 
the benefits of  this approach—because of  the legacy data, sys-
tems, and processes companies have had to unravel first. But 
unless they strive to do things fundamentally differently, they will 
be increasingly at a disadvantage.

Basing compliance activity on structured, ready-to-go data, in 
a consistent format, means the latest, correct information can be 
called up and prepared at speed using the latest digital tools to 
ensure efficient data exchanges with authorities, with full details 
and a clear line of  sight across every product’s lifecycle—for reli-
ability, traceability, and protected data access. 

By harnessing these characteristics, pharma companies can 
start to think beyond the immediate goal of  compliance for its 
own sake, and toward the wider benefits that come with being 
able to quickly access great detail about products, including their 
application, use, and efficacy in the real world.

SPOTLIGHT ON NON-COMPLIANCE
Traditionally, audits, inspections, complaints handling, and 
pharmacovigilance have put the spotlight on non-compliance. 
It is why, in the US, we see lawyers and other professionals with 
roles dedicated to damage limitation and crisis management. 

But what if  positive action and preemptive compliance were 
made business differentiators? If  they became a signal to the mar-
ket, and to customers/patients, that a company has an enriched 
sense of  public duty, of  “wanting to do the right thing?” Amid the 
continued COVID-19 disruption, and the Black Lives Matter 
movement, there is an expectation that businesses review their cul-
ture, policies, and practices. Markets and customers have height-
ened sensitivity to whether companies are “walking the talk,” or 
whether everything they do is secondary to making a profit.

In life sciences chemistry, manufacuturing, and controls (CMC) 
and, more recently, safety disciplines, new concepts have been 
developed by adopting a proactive rather than a defensive 
approach to compliance. The quality by design initiative in CMC 
makes it possible to incorporate potential non-compliance risk in 
the development phase of  the manufacturing process, for instance. 
The idea is to establish methods to increase robustness, minimiz-
ing post-market manufacturing inspection impacts. And, by exten-
sion, improve the patient experience by bringing better products 
to market, faster.

The premise of  proactive safety planning is similar—eliminat-
ing more risk at the outset, simultaneously hitting two targets: a 
higher/faster market success rate; and becoming a more trusted 
brand/supplier. Here, risk management plans involve anticipat-
ing and paying close attention to an initial holistic review of  all 
aspects (both positive and negative) of  a product from its earliest 
development stages, allowing companies to anticipate and miti-
gate the safety profile of  each drug.

In a world where more and more detail is captured about 
products, and shared with agencies right across their lifecycle—in 

XAVIER DUBURCQ 
CEO, ProductLife Group

Tapping Compliance 
Data to Drive Success
How pharma leaders can convert data collected for compliance 
purposes from a cost center into a critical success factor
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some cases even made accessible to the public through digital 
channels—anticipating non-compliance becomes strategically 
important for a whole range of  reasons. Companies don’t just 
want to avoid fines; they want to improve their safety records and 
show the public where their priorities really lie.

Companies can still look for cost efficiencies in all of  this. 
Rather than lament next waves of  regulatory demands, smart 
companies will look out for them—and be ready.

MAINTAINING ‘COMPLIANCE INTELLIGENCE’
The above requires maintaining active “compliance intelli-
gence”—proactively identifying and anticipating trends in 
emerging rules, laws, or good practices. Regulation rarely comes 
out of nowhere. First, positioning papers are composed, shared, 
and developed. Then, guidelines and staged implementations 
follow, with time allowed for transition. Where once the ten-
dency might have been to “wait and see,” in case of delays or 
changes to requirements, companies are realizing increasingly 
that deferring action can put them on the back foot and render 
them less able to capitalize on adjacent opportunities for the 
business—and for customers/patients.

With new waves of  regulatory advancement never far away, 
there will never be a better time to transform compliance measures. 
We generally advise the relevant team within the company—or 
a suitable partner—to conduct a risk assessment within the con-
text of  the organization’s current business model, highlighting 
points to anticipate as new requirements appear on the horizon. 

Companies might also consider spinning off compliance activ-
ity. This could involve appointing a dedicated team (usually asso-
ciated with a risk management department)—or even relying on 
a service partner to outsource it. Once official requirements are 
published, the next task is to perform a gap analysis identifying 
all the potential implications. This might range from a simple 
but time-consuming review of  a number of  interrelated docu-
ments and data that will be involved, to potential additional tech-
nical and scientific work (e.g., to replace a banned ingredient or 
questionable material by another). Then companies must gain 
approval from the authorities for any changes made.

PROACTIVE, NOT REACTIVE
Where a company has adopted a proactive approach to compli-
ance, or, better still, harnessed compliance as a lever to optimize 
the way it develops and manages drugs, then the smart thing to do 
is capture the lessons learned, perform a risk assessment, and engage 
in process changes through a controlled transformation process. 

Reacting to each new compliance requirement as if  it were 
an unwelcome surprise is no longer sustainable. Instead, busi-
nesses that are proactive in planning to address emerging com-
pliance demands will benefit from compliance as an ongoing 
contributor to business success. 
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A
mid the search for effective COVID-19 treatments 
and vaccines, the pandemic will have long-term side 
effects for the global pharmaceutical industry. Drug 
manufacturers will need to focus on change in three 

areas—portfolio reprioritization, accelerated R&D, and tech-
nology transformation—if they are to position their businesses 
successfully for the future.

To that end, organizations should address major strategic ques-
tions now. In this article, we look at the impact of  the coronavirus 
pandemic on the life sciences and the long-term prognosis, and 
suggest some priorities for executives to consider in order to posi-
tion their companies best.

IMPACT OF COVID-19
Our assessment is that the life sciences industry will see significant 
change in at least those three key areas mentioned.

1. Strategy: realigning the portfolio. Companies that 
are allocating significant resources to COVID-19 are forced to 
reprioritize their limited resources, reducing their focus on other 
activities.

2. Acceleration of R&D. The urgency to identify treatments 
(from either new or approved medicines) and vaccines has caused 
health authorities to turn things around with unparalleled speed. 
This will raise expectations for shorter timelines in the future. 

3. Rapid adoption of technology and transforming 
operations. This involves digital innovation, especially to solve 
the dilemma of the pharma “innovation paradox,” whereby highly 
innovative companies in R&D are quite conservative in opera-
tional innovation.

STRATEGY: REALIGNING THE PORTFOLIO
Refocusing significant efforts on COVID-19 will not be without 
consequences. A dollar can be spent only once, and even though 
people and systems can be more productive, this will inevitably 
lead to deprioritization of R&D activity in other areas.

A significant number of companies are allocating substantial 
resources to either developing or identifying treatments or devel-
oping vaccines for COVID-19. This will require reallocating 
resources (people, facilities, budgets), which will lead to other pro-
grams being delayed or cancelled. As it is difficult to cancel an 

ongoing clinical trial, this will mostly impact programs that have 
not yet started. This means, for some patients, it will take longer 
for treatments to become available, or it may never happen. Clin-
ical programs have expiration dates linked to patents, and must 
be executed by certain times to be attractive commercially.

Although the industry is generally cash rich, there are plenty 
of early stage companies that will find it hard to survive this cri-
sis, and others that are currently vulnerable due to other factors. 
This may mean good M&A opportunities for private equity, 
venture capital, and larger pharma companies.

ACCELERATION OF R&D
The pandemic is forcing companies, regulators, and governments 
to enhance collaboration and speed up R&D activity in multiple 
ways. Regulators have demonstrated that they can act fast if they 
need to, and this potentially sets new standards for the future.

The urgent drive for treatments and vaccines is forcing com-
panies to do things in ways they haven’t done before at this 
scale—although the Ebola and H1N1 scenarios hold learnings 
that are being leveraged. Organizations are also compelling reg-
ulators to (re)act much faster than they are used to. Clearly these 
are extraordinary circumstances, and some of this progress will 
fall away when the situation normalizes. However, some of the 
lessons that companies and regulators are learning should stick, 
which will result in a smoother and faster process. Certain cave-
ats remain—a clinical trial that takes two years to perform can-
not feasibly be delivered in less time. The randomized clinical 
trial will remain preeminent.

TECHNOLOGY UPTAKE
The pharmaceutical industry is home to an interesting paradox. 
It has a well-deserved reputation for innovation, based on its 
R&D output and scientific prowess. However, when you shift 
from science to operations, there is generally resistance to inno-
vation and doing things differently. This means that while orga-
nizations have been looking at options for telehealth, virtual 
trials, wearables, etc., progress has been cautious and slow.

From an operational perspective, most of the pharma indus-
try has rapidly adopted working from home, opening quite a few 
eyes along the way. Remotely selling medicines or conducting 

Strategic Realignment   
for a Better Future
In adjusting to the long-term aftershocks from the coronavirus pandemic, 
pharma companies will need to focus on change in three core areas
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clinical trials is a lot harder, but significant efforts are being 
made to adapt operations. Research labs and manufacturing 
facilities need to maintain core operations on-site, but the over-
all impact has been enough for pharma executives to start mak-
ing plans for inventive new ways of working.

Pharma has been reluctant to adopt digital beyond iPads for 
sales reps and other logical applications. COVID-19 has dra-
matically changed this attitude, with future concepts now up 
and running. With pharma company associates not allowed into 
hospitals to monitor clinical trials, sales reps not welcome at 
doctors’ offices, and patients unwilling or unable to go to trial 
sites to get their medications or undergo their assessments, com-
panies have had to be agile to maintain the integrity of trials 
and protect their major investments. This has opened the door 
to home visits (a key component of virtual trials) and implemen-
tation of telemedicine, which are expected to continue.

The same applies to working arrangements, with companies 
concluding that they can safely rethink these quite radically.

Beyond innovation and operations, these changes may have 
a dramatic impact on culture. Taking risks in operations, rather 
than just in major development programs, will become accept-
able. Companies will, therefore, need to develop new capabili-
ties to manage these.

LONG-TERM PROGNOSIS 
Many, when discussing the pandemic, now use the already cli-
ché phrase “the new normal.” Pharma executives, who are used 
to thinking long term while, at the same time, providing shorter-
term updates to Wall Street analysts, are looking well beyond 
the crisis and planning how to best position their companies to 
take advantage of the changed world.

Currently, it appears the life sciences sector is not going to 
be hit very hard financially. Although there is significant longer-
term uncertainty, compared to other sectors, pharma is posi-
tioned to come out well. There will be strategic opportunities 
for new operating models, increased productivity from new and 
accelerated technology, and potentially more efficient ways to 
market as regulators change how they operate.

However, the overall economic environment will change sig-
nificantly and impact how well pharma companies can recover 
and grow. Healthcare costs are an obvious target, which means 
drug prices will be under close scrutiny. This will impact the 
top line, and executives have to look at how to maintain mar-
gins, including new opportunities uncovered during the crisis. 
Hospitals have been hard hit financially, which will impact their 
spending and ability to support clinical trials going forward.

• Operational transformation: Having been forced into 
wholesale adoption of technology much faster than anticipated 
or desired, life sciences companies will come out of the crisis 
with a new set of capabilities and a thirst for putting them to 

work. Telemedicine, artificial intelligence and machine learn-
ing, data science, and a range of digital tools are now being used 
in clinical trials, sales activities, and other areas. The drive to 
implement and innovate outside R&D has become stronger. Full 
transformation will not happen overnight, but the industry will 
not return to pre-crisis operating methods.

• Coronaviruses are here indefinitely: Most experts 
expect that the current coronavirus, and potential new ones, 
will not depart soon. This means the pharma industry has a role 
to play in the long term, and a commercial model is needed—
one that aligns with public expectations to avoid impacting the 
industry’s reputation. Most of the companies engaged in 
COVID-19-related trials will just come out of it with experience 
and goodwill. A few will be successful, and given the size of the 
market for both therapy and vaccines, blockbuster status seems 
assured. Scaling fast and globally will be a challenge, but it is a 
core competency of big pharma. 

Who “wins” could impact the whole industry—as shown by 
the share price of Moderna Therapeutics quadrupling in less 
than three months on high hopes for its vaccine development.

INSIGHT FOR EXECUTIVES
The crisis is an opportunity for the pharma industry to do what 
it excels at—developing innovative therapies and vaccines by 
using its scientific and operational capabilities. A side benefit 
would be enabling the sector to reshape its public image into 
something much more positive. In our view, the life sciences 
sector will come out of this crisis stronger, but this won’t happen 
automatically. There are critical takeaways for executives as 
they position their companies.

Leaders need to consider current strategies relative to the new 
environment. What is changing in the therapeutic areas in which  
their company is active, and does it need to adapt? Are there any 
assets out there that are complementary to internal portfolios and 
can be acquired for good prices? Is the risk landscape changing?

If  the R&D timeline is shortened, what does that mean for a 
company specifically? Where in the organization do leaders need 
to change and bolster capabilities so it can take maximum advan-
tage of  shifting landscapes and timelines? If  companies make 
those choices now, they will have a head start when the “new 
normal” becomes actually normal.

Pharma needs to step up the development of  data science and 
digital capabilities. Companies understand this, and although 
some have made progress, it needs to become ubiquitous. This 
will push pharma over the hump and turn it into the data indus-
try it really wants to be.

Lastly, if  an organization is not in the coronavirus rat race of  
developing therapeutics or vaccines, it should build an under-
standing of  the areas deprioritized by others, and execute its 
strategy to take advantage. 
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C
OVID-19 has done a lot of bad things to our world, 
but it has also revealed opportunities for efficiency and 
value in the healthcare chain, with virtual health being 
a prime example.

Looking through the pharma lens, this seismic shift has, in a 
few months, collapsed something that took decades to develop: 
the in-person selling model. A change of this significance offers 
an opportunity to adapt, but this must be achieved via a strategic 
rethink, not just the addition of tactical solutions. 

REVAMP (Remote Engagement through Value Added Mar-
keting for Payers/Professionals/Patients) is an approach that 
advocates for a revised view of pharma marketing within a remote 
engagement framework. 

1. REVAMP WITH A SERVICE PLATFORM
It’s important to make the distinction between the service itself 
and being able to access it in a seamless, on-demand manner. For 
example, it’s great to have a brand-enabled at-home visit from a 
nurse for administration and monitoring, but it’s another thing 
for a chatbot to suggest it and schedule it in real time.

Platforms, different from one-off services, are data- and con-
tent-driven, where contributors and consumers create value 
through participation. These platforms are powered by data and 
value is created by enabling an exchange between creator and 
customer.

The systems at the core of a REVAMP effort require a transi-
tion to being “always on”—they use behavioral data, integrate 
cross-channel access, and engage dynamically to allow interde-
partmental connections between sales and patient support.

The idea of an always-on platform operates on two levels—
access and value creation. It can be compared to an app store, 
but instead of offering apps selected by the customer, the pharma 
store would include all customer interactions. The key enhance-
ment is that the apps would share data and allow real-time remote 
access to features across the apps or touchpoints. These touch-
points would include salesforce details, personalized emails, vir-
tual booths, speaker meetings, and other functional goal-oriented 

interactions, which are digital, trackable, and support a shared 
master data set about the customer.

2. REVAMP WITH NEW VALUE DRIVERS
The relationship-based sell is a function that has outlived its use-
fulness. Relationships are important, but creating real-world 
value will always win over small talk, especially at a time of cri-
sis. Clinical relevance and depth is what customers value. Pharma 
reps are being forced to take a hard stare at how to deliver on 
this, especially with high-decile prescribers who might already 
be familiar with the data and talking points on the product pro-
file. What’s wanted now is real-world evidence, best practices on 
telemedicine, innovative ways of providing remote care and mon-
itoring, and of course, outcomes. Pharma must rebalance the 
rep-to-medical-science-liaison staffing ratios and adapt market-
ing plans to be content- rather than message-centric.

In other words, clinical content needs to go beyond top-line 
messages and data that can be gleaned from a cursory read of 
the product profile. It’s more imperative that real-world opinions, 
evidence, and patient experience come alive in a way that is clin-
ically relevant and meaningful. The shift from selling to listening, 
sharing, and supporting is not an easy one, but that is what the 
customer demands in the post-COVID world.

3. REVAMP BY SHIFTING HOURS
“Patients first” is a mantra that is etched on the walls of big pharma. 
The most profound shifts in engagement will take place only if we 
truly embrace that idea. The first consideration is that pharma 
does NOT engage with physicians during work hours. There are 
too few doctors, too many patients, and too little time to sufficiently 
care for them. With the always-on world of remote engagement, 
unfettered by geographical and physical constraints, reps must 
now engage before or after hours and connect with physicians 
when they’re involved in research, CME, or other non-clinic times.

It’s both a matter of pragmatism and principle that pharma 
plays a supportive role to the healthcare professional’s daily sched-
ule, rather than a disruptive one. 

A Good Time to 
‘Revamp’ Sales         
and Marketing
How one COVID-sparked model could help usher in needed reset
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